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Abstract

The future of synthetic biology research hinges upon the development of accurate
and inexpensive whole gene synthesis technologies. Recent advances in the purifi-
cation of solid-phase manufactured oligonucleotides make it possible to manufacture
whole genes by polymerase chain reaction methods. Yet, despite the improvement
in laboratory methods, whole gene synthesis is not rapidly progressing because most
gene design software takes an excessively naive approach to the complex problem of
designing component oligonucleotides for whole gene synthesis. The synthetic biology
community needs a flexible, robust and optimal primer design tool.

We present the software design for a tool which designs oligonucleotides that are
compatible with a wide variety of oligo purification and whole gene assembly proto-
cols. Our design strategy uses physical sequence feature identification, optimal arti-
ficial intelligence search techniques, and sequence optimisation via intelligent codon
substitution to produce near-optimal oligonucleotide arrays. We address all aspects
of the oligonucleotide design problem, from physical constraints to the computational
overhead involved in searching for an optimal solution, and provide an extensive set
of data. structures and algorithms.

Thesis Supervisor: Thomas F. Knight Jr.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses a predominant problem in synthetic biology: how one can man-

ufacture long pieces of DNA in a laboratory and have the process be consistently

accurate and inexpensive. Influenced by ongoing research in oligonucleotide purifica-

tion [2] [7] [26], we set out to implement a tool which systematically designs DNA

oligonucleotides that are compatible with a variety of oligonucleotide purification and

whole gene assembly techniques. While we do not include the complete implemen-

tation of a functional software package, we do present a, complete software design,

including pseudocode for the critical algorithms and methods.

This document includes an analysis of the problems involved in whole gene syn-

thesis (WGS) including restrictions imposed by standard biology laboratory methods

and our limited understanding of DNA hybridization kinetics. We then present a

systematic approach to designing arrays of oligonucleotides which both conform to

the necessary restrictions of the user's purification techniques and a~re suitable for use

in whole gene synthesis. The presentation of our software design includes substantial

discussion of alternate methods for oligonucleotide design.

Our approach treats the primer design problem as a classic constraint satisfaction

problem. The appropriate laboratory methods, as selected by a virtual end-user, are

translated into a set of physical constraints which individual oligonucleotides and the

final array of oligonucleotides must satisfy. Common computer science techniques,

specifically string processing algorithms, are used both to identify relevant physical



features of the target DNA and to evaluate whether oligonucleotides satisfy the end-

user's constraints. This approach is presented in a, hierarchical manner from high-level

discussions to low-level descriptions of the required data structures and pseudocode

for the required algorithms.

A capable software engineer should be able to take our primer design approach

to a final software tool given only this document, a working knowledge of PERL and

SCHEME or another suitable language.

1.1 The Motivating Problem: Oligo Synthesis

Synthetic biology as a discipline includes protein engineering, engineering novel cel-

lular sensors, designing protein-DNA logic circuits and creating synthetic organisms.

It is a derivative of genetic engineering, but the requirements of synthetic biology go

well beyond the capacity to clone natural DNA and splice those sequences into new

host systems. In order to fully develop the field of synthetic biology, researchers need

the ability to create entirely artificial genes and genomes.

Current DNA synthesis techniques are very limited, however. The standard proto-

cols for manufacturing DNA are all variations on solid-phase phosphoramidite synthe-

sis. [9] The solid phase synthesis technique grows oligonucleotides on a solid support

matrix' one base at a time. Each base addition involves a series of four separate

chemical reactions: deprotection of the growing strand; coupling of the next nu-

cleotide to the growing strand; capping of the unreacted reagents; and oxidation of

the successfully elongated strands. The deprotection, capping and oxidation steps are

very efficient, so the yield of each base addition is limited by the efficiency of the cou-

pling reaction. A typical coupling efficiency for solid-phase synthesis is only 98.5%,

implying that any given base addition has a less than 98.5% yield.2 This makes it

physically impossible to directly synthesize oligonucleotides which are longer than 100

'Typically borosilicate glass beads.
2For the detailed chemistry of solid-phase synthesis techniques, please refer to [9] or a standard

laboratory protocol.



bases with any significant yield.3

Even though synthesis yields are currently low for longer oligonucleotides, solu-

tion chemistry is constantly improving. We may see a 99.9% efficient base addition

protocol developed in the next few years. But even if the yields are improved, it will

still be problematic to directly synthesize accurate oligonucleotides (oligos) which are

long enough to use as synthetic genes. The reason for this is that the solid-phase

synthesis process has errors which don't decrease the yield of the reaction. Types

of errors include miscapping and mis-deprotection reactions which result in oligos

that are missing one base or have an extra, base inserted. The probability of error

associated with each base addition is Pe. If the number of bases in an oligo is N,

as N increases, the probability of any one strand of synthesis product being correct,

Pc = (1 - Pe)N approaches zero. 4

As already stated, the most common error in solid-phase synthesis is the deletion

of bases or early failure of the process due to mis-capping. [9] The mis-capping

error mode typically results in oligos which are significantly shorter than the target

length. These are straightforward to purify from the full-length sequences using gel

electrophoresis. [4] The base deletion error mode, commonly called the N-minus-

mer problem, is harder to detect. Gel electrophoresis can not reliably discriminate

between a strand of length N and a strand of length (N - 1) for oligos greater than

50 base pairs long. [25] Many researchers are currently developing lab techniques

to purify full-length, correct synthetic oligonucleotides from oligonucleotides with a

single base deletion by flowing the oligos through some elaborately engineered gel.

[1] [2] [11] [16] [19], [26] [24] Many of these methods discriminate correct oligomers

from N-minus-1-mers using by exploiting the thermal kinetic penalty of mis-annealing

events.

If one flows manufactured oligos over a matrix of statistically correct complements,
3If there are N bases in a target oligonucleotide and the yield of a single base addition is Pa,

the total yield for the target oligonucleotide is PaN. When Pa = 0.985, as is the case for standard
solid-phase synthesis techniques, N - 100 has a 22% yield and N = 150 has only a 10% yield.

4For a typical oligonucleotide that is 100 bases long, there is a 98.5% yield for each base addition
and a 0.5% chance of error per base addition. For this protocol there will be (PcN)(PaN) = 13.6%
correct yield. A typical gene that is 2000 bases long will have a correct yield of 7.5x10 14 , or less
than 1 in 13 trillion attempts.



those oligos which contain errors will have a slower kinetics for duplex formation with

the matrix than than perfectly correct oligos. [14] Incorrect sequences will therefore

be less likely to bind to the matrix of complements at a given temperature, and

similarly, the correct oligos will be retarded. Current techniques for this kind of

purification are highly varied and are sophisticated enough to purify out oligos with

as few as one base error, but require that the oligonucleotides conform to specific

length and target melting temperature criteria. One example of restriction on length

is the phenomenon that, as oligo length increases, the thermal or kinetic penalty for

duplex formation with a single base error becomes less significant. [14]

It is physically impossible to directly synthesize oligomers which are larger than

100 base pairs in length and similarly difficult to purify oligomers which are longer

than 100 bases in length. Synthetic biology requires the manufacture of genes which

are thousands of nucleotides long. The most hotly pursued approach to this gene

synthesis problem is to splice short sequences together to form longer, gene-length,

sequences. These methods are called whole gene synthesis (WGS) techniques. Cur-

rent DNA synthesis and purification techniques guarantee that we can manufacture

perfectly correct short oligonucleotides. All that remains is to find a method to de-

termine the set of oligonucleotides that can be used to construct a. target gene in an

accurate and effective manner using WGS protocols.

1.2 Whole Gene Synthesis Techniques and Primer

Design

One method of whole gene synthesis is the primer assembly method, a "primer" being

an oligonucleotide which is typically used to prime polymerase chain reactions (PCR).

At its simplest, the primer assembly method is as follows: one starts with the sequence

for a long piece of DNA; designs a set of short primers which, when assembled,

constitute the original strand; and assembles those primers using PCR protocols.

The primer assembly method is illustrated in Figure 1-1. While the problem seems



straightforward, it is non-trivial to design a set of primers which can correctly assemble

into a target sequence. One "bad" primer will cause an entire gene assembly to

fail, and these failures often remain undetected until after the assembly process is

complete. If an assembly fails to produce a full-length target sequence, one is left with

the tedious task of sequencing the result and analysing where the failure occurred,

re-designing and re-manufacturing the component oligoprimers and repeating the

assembly protocol. Mistakes represent significant losses in resources and laboratory

time.

Target DNA Strand

5' \ 3'
3' \ 5'

Array of Oligonucleotide Primers for Whole Gene Synthesis

K , . nil -.
Primer Primer Overlap Self-Complementary

Sequence
Repeat Sequences

Enclosed in Overlaps

Figure 1-1: The generic method for building genes out of component oligonucleotides.

A primer can be "bad" for multiple reasons: it might bind to itself and become

inactive (hairpinning); it may be too similar to another primer, causing an unindented

substitution to occur; its temperature of duplex formation could fall outside of the

range used by the assembly protocol, resulting in a failed assembly step. What makes

a primer "good" or "bad" depends on the physical properties of the specific DNA

sequence and on the specific protocols for purification and assembly.

1.3 Existing Research in Whole Gene Synthesis

It is our feeling that a comprehensive and systematic approach to designing primers

for WGS methods is currently lacking in the biological engineering community. Those

tools which are currently available are listed in Table A. 1. All of these tools do not

allow the user to specify more than a few restrictions on primer design, do not appear



to be computationally exhaustive, are not designed to find optimal primer sets for

WGS techniques5 , and do not allow a user to evaluate, control or modify the internal

algorithms which are responsible for primer design.

This thesis presents a systematic design for an extensible software tool explicitly

for WGS primer design that is flexible enough to be compatible with a range of stan-

dard biology laboratory protocols. Furthermore, this thesis discusses and analyses

many, if not all, of the problems involved in optimal primer design. It is our express

hope that other software engineers will use this document as a framework from which

to address the primer design problem; incorporate more extensive and effective anal-

ysis and search algorithms, or at least use my problem analysis as a starting point

for their own software designs.

1.4 Document Overview

Understanding the physical behavior of DNA is key to tackling the problem of primer

design, and this along with second order considerations of the biochemistry of syn-

thetic biology is presented in Chapter 2. Relevant laboratory protocols along with

a discussion of existing WGS techniques can be found in Chapter 3. From this

background information, we determine exactly what criteria must be considered to

intelligently design primers. We discuss the details of our primer design scheme in

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In Chapter 4 we take the lessons from the physical proper-

ties of DNA from and the limitations of current whole gene synthesis protocols from

Chapter 3, and compile the set of constraints on the primer design problem. These

constraints are combined with a search strategy6 to find an optimal set of primers for

WGS. This search problem is extended in Chapter 5 to first address the possibility of

optimising the DNA sequence via codon substitution and, second, what to do when

all else fails. The implementation-level details of our primer design method are pre-

5Many of these tools attempt to be an all-in-one synthetic biology design tool, which typically
indicates that they can do any one task poorly.

6 Specifically, constraint propagation with forward checking, which is an optimal search strategy
from Artificial Intelligence.



sented in Chapter 5 and the Appendix. Chapter 6 presents our reflections on future

investigations which may advance whole gene synthesis techniques in the future.





Chapter 2

Biology Background

Unlike computational genomics or computational biology, primer design is not an ab-

stract mathematical problem. Many of the difficulties involved in designing functional

DNA primers center around problematic physical features and behavior of DNA in

a laboratory environment. Some minimal background in cell biochemistry is neces-

sary to understanding the approach to DNA primer design which is presented in this

document.

2.1 DNA, General Cell Biochemistry

Note: this background material is taught in college biochemistry courses. All general

biochemistry knowledge has been checked using [4].

In a, cellular environment nucleic acids encode and transmit data. Deoxyribonu-

cleic acid, or DNA, is the linear macromolecule that encodes the genetic information

of all organisms, serving as the template for all cellular biochemistry. Enzymes in the

nucleus and cytoplasm transcribe ribonucleic acid, or RNA, from DNA. The DNA

serves as a. template for transcription and is not modified or destroyed by the process

of transcription. In the cytoplasm of the cell, RNA is non-destructively translated

into chains of amino acids by organelles called ribosomes. These amino acid chains

are subsequently processed, or post-translationally modified into proteins.

The bulk of genetic engineering and design concerns the physical identification



and manipulation of DNA, typically with the goal of producing novel cell biochem-

istry. As DNA is several steps removed from protein production, successful genetic

engineering requires an in-depth understanding both of the physical properties and

biochemistry of DNA, and of the enzymatic mechanisms and organelles which in-

teract with DNA and the resultant RNA in both in-vivo and in-vitro environments.

Insufficient consideration of the properties of DNA, RNA and cellular biochemistry

inevitably leads to failure in the laboratory.

DNA can occur in several forms, typically either a single-stranded form (ssDNA) or

a double-stranded form (dsDNA). As one might expect, dsDNA consists of two strands

of ssDNA which form hydrogen bonds to one another and twist into a double-helical

structure. Double-stranded DNA is very stable, though the enzymes and polymerases

which process dsDNA do so by "unzipping" the dsDNA and operating on one or both

of the composite ssDNA strands.

2.1.1 Composition

A single strand of DNA is a linear chain of nucleotides which consist of a sugar, a.

phosphate group and one of four bases: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Cytosine (C)

or Guanine (G). The sugars of the nucleotides form phosphodiester linkages to one

another so that ssDNA (or any nucleic acid) resembles a series of bases projecting

from a phospho-sugar backbone chain. The DNA sequence refers to the order of

nucleotides as "read" from the 5' end to the 3' end of the phospho-sugar chain. The

sequence is processed or "read" from 5' to 3' because the protein complexes which

interact with ssDNA do so directionally, starting at the 5' end of the sugar backbone

and proceeding in the 3' direction. The structure of DNA and the interpretation

of "sequence" is depicted in Figure 2-1. While biochemically inaccurate, the terms

'nucleotide' and 'base' are often used interchangeably, and a nucleotide is frequently

called by the name of the base which it contains. For the remainder of this document,

'base' will mean 'nucleotide' and 'adenine' will refer to a nucleotide containing adenine

and so forth.



Lead Strand a complimentary base pair

5' A : 3

3'\ G A-C- - - 5'
- - Lag Strand

Lead Strand Sequence: 5'--CTGATG--3' Hydrogen Bonds
Lag Strand Sequence: 5'--CATCAG--3'

C:::G (3)
A:::T (2)

Figure 2-1: The Structure of DNA

2.1.2 Structure

Double-stranded DNA will spontaneously form whenever two reverse complementary

strands of ssDNA are sufficiently near to one another at an appropriate ambient

temperature.' "Reverse complementarity" is defined as follows: adenine is reciprocal

to thymine, cytosine is reciprocal to guanine and if one strand is aligned 5' to 3' then

the reverse complementary strand is aligned from 3' to 5'. Reverse complementarity

is illustrated in Figure 2-1. When written, the top strand of dsDNA is called the

"lead strand" and the bottom is the "lag strand". The enzymes which read dsDNA

do not inherently distinguish between the lead and lag strands, they merely read one

or the other strand from 5' to 3'; in this way, dsDNA can have a, very high information

density. In prokaryotes, it is quite common to see a single piece of dsDNA code for

multiple proteins depending on the direction in which it is transcribed. [14]

The formation of dsDNA occurs when complementary base pairs between ssDNA

strands undergo hydrogen bond formation: adenine forms two hydrogen bonds with

thymine and guanine forms three hydrogen bonds with cytosine. The process by

which two strands of ssDNA combine into a single strand of dsDNA is annealing or

hybridization and the reverse process is denaturation or melting. The larger the num-

ber of hydrogen bonds in a given dsDNA strand, the higher the melting temperature.

The detailed kinetics of DNA hybridization will be discussed later on.

1This behavior is critical to whole gene synthesis. If ssDNA will automatically form hybridized
structures, all one must do to create desired dsDNA is design fragments of ssDNA which assemble
in a known and well-behaved manner.



2.2 DNA to RNA to Protein

Researchers in synthetic biology frequently optimise genes when transporting a. sys-

tem between organisms or in order to adjust protein production levels. [25] These

optimisation techniques exploit information redundancy in translation, the interpre-

tation of RNA into protein, which I now will discuss in brief.

RNA is constructed from a different set of nucleotides than DNA. Where a DNA

coding sequence will have Thymine, the corresponding RNA sequence will have Uracil.

For example, the DNA coding sequence 5'-ATGAcTTCAGA-3', when transcribed into

messenger RNA (mRNA), results in the sequence 5'-AUGACUUCAGA-3'. During

translation, a ribosome binds an mRNA sequence and reads three adjacent nucleotides

at a time; this set of three adjacent nucleotides is referred to as a triplet or codon.

For each of the 64 possible codons there is a corresponding transport RNA (tRNA)

somewhere in the cell's cytoplasm that associates each that codon with a specific

amino acid (AA). When translating mRNA into protein, the ribosome reads a codon,

selects the tRNA corresponding to that codon, strips the amino acid off of that tRNA,

adds that amino acid to the growing peptide chain, releases the tRNA and moves on

to the next codon. When the ribosome reaches a termination point on the mRNA, or

if the ribosome stalls or falls off of the mRNA, translation ends and the peptide chain

is released to be processed into a protein. The process of translation is illustrated in

Figure 2-2.

2.2.1 Codon Usage

There are 43 or 64 possible codons and only 20 amino acids in a typical organism,

so several triplets can code for a single amino acid. This redundant mapping from

codon to amino acid is generally referred to as the "genetic code". The genetic

code is not universal, however. Between organisms, the same triplet may code for

different amino acids. [27] The number of tRNAs present in the cytoplasm for a given

codon also varies, meaning that one codon may be preferentially used over another

based on the availability of the corresponding tRNA. This unequal use of synonymous



transcription translation
DNA B- RNA - PROTEIN

Coding Strand -
dsDNA 5' TTTCTGATGTTT 3'

3'9 AAAGACTACAAA 5'

transcription

mRNA 5' UUUCUGAUGUUU \ 3'
1 1 21 31 reading frame 1
I L1 a l 1I reading frame 2

1 1 2 1 Ji reading frame 3
codon 1 codon 2 codon 3 AA chain

reading frame 1: UUC UGA UGU . . .ser-stop
reading frame 2: UCU GAU GUU ... ser-asp-val...
reading frame 3: CUG AUG UUU ... leu-met-phe...

Figure 2-2: Translation and Transcription

codons in an organism is called "codon bias". [25] Codon bias can be determined by

examining codon frequency patterns in a given genome; highly used codons generally

have correspondingly high tRNA levels. [25] A number of codon frequency tables are

freely available online [27] and we have have been included the table for Escherichia

coli in Appendix A.

Current research indicates that codon bias strongly controls the kinetics of transla-

tion. Highly expressed genes tend to contain frequently used codons and the presence

of rare codons can have a negative effect on gene expression or cause ribosomal stalling

and the premature termination of translation. [25]

When a synthetic biologist optimises a gene to, for example, maximize protein

production, he may do so by changing the DNA sequence so that the resulting mRNA

contains a larger fraction of high-frequency codons for the same output amino acid

sequence. This optimisation is made possible by the redundancy of the genetic code

and is informed by the codon use frequency information for the target organism. If

a given DNA sequence codes for a gene or contains an open reading frame (ORF)



for a protein, this same codon-substitution technique can be used to optimise that

fragment of DNA for whole gene synthesis. One would use codon-substitution to

do one of two things: to adjust the TMI of an oligonucleotide; to eliminate repeat

sequences.

Problematic Sub-Sequences Resulting Mis-Annealing Events

self-complementary 5' ATCG
sequence IIII

3' _ TAGC
these two sub-sequences
are reverse complements

exact or approximate repeats

reverse complementary repeats
x---£ @ .•@--------------l0® \0 \

Figure 2-3: The different mis-annealing events which can occur during WGS.

2.3 Determining Melting Temperature

DNA melting temperature (TAI) is a statistical measurement used to determine pro-

tocols for DNA digests and ligations in addition to quantifying DNA stability. TM is

the temperature at which 50% of the DNA strands in a homogenous solution become

thermally denatured. Denaturation occurs when increased thermal energy induces the

dsDNA to uncoil and the hydrogen bonds between the two complementary strands

break. There is an analagous measure, annealing temperature (TA), which refers

to the temperature at which 50% of strands in a solution have undergone duplex

formation.

The melting temperature of a given DNA duplex can be determined using the

solution salt concentration, pH, and a number of coefficients which represent the

nearest-neighbor entropy of the different base pairs as determined by Santa Lucia et.



al. We use the salt-corrected nearest-neighbors method to predict TM1 of different

primers and primer overlaps, assuming that only perfect duplexes will form. [23] This

quantitative model for DNA duplex stability is accurate and widely accepted as,

although it is not the only such model. We include the equations for calculating TA.

and the tables of nearest-neighbor parameters in Appendix A.

Unfortunately, while significant research has been done to evaluate the melting

temperature of imperfect duplexes [2] [5] [17], the results to date have not produced

a quantitative model for estimating the melting temperature of arbitrary hybrid du-

plexes. The lack of a quantitative model is unfortunate because the undesired forma-

tion of incorrect duplexes is a one of the problems that plagues whole gene synthesis.

If a method existed to accurately predict the TM of arbitrary mismatched duplexes,

it would eliminate a significant amount of guesswork in primer design.2

2.4 Determining Codon Substitution Patterns

By combining the codon usage table with an accurate method for predicting TM of

arbitrary sequences, we can rank the codon usage table to reflect how particular

codon substitutions will bias the melting temperature of a sequence. This means

that a. researcher, or a primer design program, can make informed choices for codon

substitutions in order to adjust the TMA of an oligonucleotide.

One can construct the thermally ranked, or thermally biased, codon usage table by

evaluating the melting temperature of each codon for the 16 combinations of flanking

nucleotides.3 One could calculate and rank the 1024 codon contexts by hand by using

a script.4 An example of a thermally biased codon usage table for Escherichia coli

can be found in Appendix A.

2The relevance of this observation will be apparent in Chapter 3.3, where we address how to
prevent undesired duplexes from forming during gene assembly.

3(5' flanking nucleotide, 3' flanking nucleotide): (A,A) (A,T) (T,A) (T,T) (A,C) (C,A) (A,G)
(G,A) (T,C) (C,T) (T,G) (G,T) (G,G) (G,C) (C,G) (C,C)

4 One could script in BASH, PERL, PHP, C++, MATLAB or any number of programming languages.



2.5 Hybridization Kinetics

The process of annealing and denaturing DNA is passive and can be controlled by

varying pH, salt concentration, DNA concentration, the similarity of the two strands

and the ambient temperature [23], [6]. If the thermo-kinetic conditions permit, ss-

DNA will opportunistically bind to complementary sequences on other strands or will

self-bind to complementary sequences on the same strand. Ways in which DNA can

bind to itself are shown in Figure 2-3. Two pieces of DNA which are sufficiently

complementary, as opposed to perfectly complementary, will also anneal to one an-

other, albeit with different thermal kinetics. [20] DNA's promiscuous self-adherence

is the primary problem facing the primer assembly method of whole gene synthesis.

A primer, or oligonucleotide, is a short piece of ssDNA that is typically manufactured

or synthesized in lab. In order for a set of primers to self-assemble in solution, as

illustrated in Figure 1-1, all of the primers/oligos must denature/anneal under the

same conditions and there must be exactly one way in which the primers can anneal

to one another.

The problem of ensuring unique assembly is made more complex by this fact: that

both perfect and mismatched primer pairs can hybridize to form a dsDNA duplex.

The primary property which differentiates a mismatched duplex from a perfect duplex

is the thermal stability of the dsDNA, which is commonly qualified by the tempera-

ture at which the duplex forms and denatures, referred to as the annealing/melting

temperatures. What results is the critical constraint that all target primer pairs in

a given whole gene assembly set strictly conform to a narrow range of acceptable

thermodynamic parameters, as determined by the lab techniques used to manufac-

ture and purify the primers and the techniques used for the primer assembly process.

Assuring that this criterion is met in an optimal fashion requires extensive analysis of

the target DNA strand, construction of a complete set of potential primers and an ex-

haustive primer selection process to build a final primer assembly array. Establishing

a method by which this can be done was the main goal of this thesis.



2.5.1 Dynamics of Annealing and Denaturation

Despite the existence of many computational models for DNA hybridization dy-

namics5 , the understanding of how DNA anneals and denatures is primarily phe-

nomenological. At its simplest, if one increases the ambient temperature above a

duplex's melting temperature, TMI, the thermal energy is enough to overcome the

hydrogen bonds which hold that duplex together. Similarly, if starts with the com-

ponent strands of a potential duplex and decreases the ambient temperature below

the potential duplex's annealing temperature, TA, the two strands will spontaneously

hybridize. Annealing and denaturation is a, statistical phenomenon, but the exact

physical dynamics of the process are not well-understood.

For example, current research suggests that the nucleotides at the end of a duplex

are more important than nucleotides in the center. [?] There is not a consensus as to

exactly how much the end nucleotides contribute to the overall thermal stability of

a duplex, however. Additionally, the thermo-kinetics of annealing and denaturation

for a. duplex change if one is annealing together two offset sequences with dangling

ends, much like our primers. The kinetics also change if one affixes one strand to a

substrate and allows the complementary strand to be free in solution. [13]

2.5.2 The Thermal Properties of Mismatched Assemblies

As mentioned earlier, extensive research has been directed at determining the thermal

stability of DNA duplexes with a single base mismatch and hairpin structures, but

that is the extent to which the thermal properties of mismatched assemblies have

been characterised. At present, no body of work exists which proposes a method of

determining the melting temperature of a hybrid duplex with more than one base

mismatch, or with a number of base deletions on one strand.

The consensus is that as few as one mismatch can significantly effect duplex melt-

ing temperature. Every mismatch represents a base location where hydrogen bonds

can not form between the strands, making the duplex unstable and consequently low-

5The nearest-neighbors method of predicting duplex stability is among these.



ering its melting temperature. Particular mismatches may cause steric interactions

between the two strands, further decreasing both its stability and melting tempera-

ture. 6

Without a quantitative model for the dynamics of hybrid duplex formation, we can

not hope to model the potential mis-annealing events which may occur during whole

gene synthesis. Instead, the best we can do is identify any and all sub-sequences which

will be prone to mis-annealing and somehow ensure that all potential mis-annealing

events have a melting temperature which is well below the range of temperatures used

in the primer assembly process.

2.6 Problematic Repeat Subsequences

The kinetics of DNA hybridization allow imperfect duplexes to form at a range of

temperatures. These mismatched assemblies are most likely to occur when two dif-

ferent strands each contain a similar or exactly repeated subsequence. The following

types of repeat structures will potentially interfere with WGS assembly:

Long runs of single bases
Long runs of tandem repeats
Exactly repeated subsequences
Approximately repeated subsequences
Exact reverse complimentary subsequences
Approximate reverse complimentary subsequences

...AAAAAAAAAAAAA...GGGGGGGGGGGG...
... ATATATATATA.. ATGATGATGATGATG...

... ATGCTGA... ATGCTGA...
... ATGCTGA.. .AGGCTTGA...
...ATGCTGA...TCAGCAT...

... ATGCTGA...TCAAGCCT...

Figure 2-4: The varieties of problematic repeat subsequences. Adapted from [20].

Each of these repeat types are problematic. Long strings of single bases will

cause ribosomal slippage, and long strings of tandem repeats can result in mis-aligned

annealing [25]. Exact and approximate repeats of any sort that are on the length order

of a primer overlap can result in primer substitution. Reverse complimentary repeats

can also result in primer substitution and reverse complimentary subsequences which

are adjacent can form hairpin structures. These problems were illustrated previously

in Figure 2-3 and must all be considered when designing primers for WGS assembly.
6A highly stable duplex will be able to resist significant amounts of thermal vibration. Therefore

melting temperature tracks duplex stability.



Chapter 3

Oligo Purification And Whole

Gene Synthesis Techniques

Many of the restrictions on DNA primer design for whole gene synthesis originate

with the physical behavior of DNA; the remainder come from the lab protocols which

a researcher uses to purify his manufactured oligos and the techniques by which he

will attempt to assemble the oligoprimers into a complete gene. This chapter presents

a brief summary of oligonucleotide purification and assembly protocols and highlights

those aspects which effect WGS primer design.

3.1 Oligonucleotide Purification

The oligonucleotide synthesis procedure is far from error-free, but all of the component

oligonucleotides for a whole gene synthesis attempt must be correct. Any errors in

the oligos, particularly errors which are only present in some small fraction of oligos,

will result in hard-to-detect errors in an unknown fraction of the final WGS product.

Consider an example WGS array with 50 oligoprimers. Due to oligonucleotide man-

ufacturing errors, 5% of the 3 7th oligoprimer batch contains an A --+ T substitution.

As a result, 5% of the genes produced by our WGS assembly protocol have an A --+T

substitution in the middle region which corresponds to the 37th primer. Although we

can sequence the product of the WGS assembly protocol, we are not guaranteed to



find this one base substitution, although it is present in 5% of the genes.'

Synthesis errors - base deletions, insertions and substitutions - are catastrophic in

synthetic biology. One missing base in the middle of a gene will result in a frameshift

mutation2 . A base substitution in the promoter region of a gene can interfere with

the regulation of that gene's expression. A researcher's options for dealing with

such errors are limited. One may either purify and error correct the synthetic genes

that result from WGS assembly with faulty primers3 , or one can ensure that all of

the component WGS oligonucleotides are perfectly correct before assembly. A third

and less rigorous alternative exists, which is to ligate all of the synthetic genes into

plasmids and transform those plasmids into cells. The synthetic genes in those cells

which survive and exhibit the desired characteristics are sufficiently correct.

In a perfect world, we could manufacture perfect oligonucleotides which could be

assembled into perfect synthetic genes. In reality, the oligos which one can buy from

a large manufacturer invariably contain errors4 due to the non-zero error rate of the

solid-phase DNA synthesis process. The first step in whole gene synthesis is therefore

to purify out all errors in all of the component oligonucleotides including single base

deletions, single base insertions and single base substitutions. The limitations of

existing purification techniques, in turn, dictate what kind of oligoprimers one can

use for whole gene synthesis.

3.1.1 Techniques of Purification

Nearly all oligo purification techniques are variations on gel electrophoresis. Elec-

trophoresis is the migration of charged molecules in an applied electric field; nucleic

acid gel electrophoresis is the migration of negatively-charged single-stranded oligonu-

cleotides through a gel or similar matrix in an applied electric field. Nucleotides have

'Gene sequencing is a statistical analysis, and even with the errors, the product of the WGS
assembly is statistically correct, even if it is not perfectly correct.2 A nucleotide sequence is translated into an mRNA sequence and then "read" in one of three
possible frames to build an amino acid chain or protein. A frameshift mutation is where a base
deletion or insertion shifts the reading frame of the ribosome. This results in the expression of an
incorrect and potentially non-functional protein.

3A very time-consuming task.
4Most commonly, mass-manufactured oligonucleotides will contain single-base deletions.



a fixed negative charge per unit length, and the force applied to a molecule in an

electric field is directly proportional to that molecule's charge. Consequently, gel

electrophoresis separates oligos purely on the basis of sequence length; longer oligos

migrate more quickly through the gel for a given applied field.

The two most common electrophoretic media are agarose gels, which are porous

and good for sorting very large molecules, and polyacrylamide gels, which are dense

and used for high-resolution purification of short oligonucleotides. [4] One achieves

different resolutions on gel electrophoresis by varying the gel medium and the strength

of the applied field. There are electrophoresis protocols which claim to able to dis-

tinguish between an N-mer and an N-minus-1-mer, for an N on the order of 50-100

nucleotides. [1] [2]

While very high resolution can be achieved with certain polyacrylamide gels, such

protocols are difficult to run consistently and can only catch base deletion or insertion

errors. In order to have correct primers for whole gene synthesis, a user must be able

to purify a. correct oligo from an oligo with a single-base substitution.

Statistical Purification Techniques

Current research demonstrates that one can differentiate between oligos with single

base deletion and substitution errors by means of statistical purification techniques.

These techniques are a variant on gel electrophoresis, or capillary electrophoresis,

where the electrophoretic medium is impregnated with the complement of the oligo

one wishes to purify. [1] [2] [11] [16] [19], [26] [24] Although any one oligo in the matrix

of complements is likely to contain an error, on the whole, the matrix of complements

is statistically correct. If one flows a batch of synthetic oligos over this matrix of

complements, the correct oligos will bind more readily to the matrix and incorrect

oligos will flow by more quickly. Because this kind of purification technique relies on

the DNA annealing kinetics to discriminate between correct and incorrect oligos, the

resolution one can attain will be strongly dependent upon the ambient temperature.

If one wishes to purify oligos en masse, such as on a plate or on a micro-fluidic

array, then the operating temperature of the purification reactions would be uniform.



This in turn requires that all of the oligos for whole gene synthesis exhibit a uniform

melting temperature characteristic that is compatible with the purification protocols.

3.1.2 Purification Requirements for Primer Design

Each purification technique places its own restrictions on oligonucleotide length and

target melting temperature. Because we seek to purify a set of oligoprimers for whole

gene synthesis, this requires the melting temperature of the primer solution set to

have a low variance around some user-specified mean value. In order to ensure that

all WGS primers are compatible with given purification techniques, the user must be

able to specify the acceptable range of primer lengths, as well as the variance and

mean value of the primer TAI.

3.2 Whole Gene Synthesis Techniques

All whole gene synthesis techniques are variations on a theme; the goal is to man-

ufacture long sequences by splicing together short oligonucleotides. Each technique

imposes a different set of restrictions on the component primers, however. We there-

fore present a brief summary of WGS techniques in order to motivate compatible

primer design.5

3.2.1 Primer Extension

The fundamentals of the primer extension method are illustrated in Figure 3-1.

The process begins with a support-bound oligonucleotides in solution. The primers

are added one at a time, allowed to anneal, then unbound primers are washed away.

During this process of iterative primer addition, the ambient temperature is held

constant. 6 Once the entire sequence is assembled, the primers are ligated together

and the product is eluted from off of the substrate. [14]

5Many other WGS techniques exist, but these three are predominant.
6If the temperature were cycled, then the oligos annealed to the substrate would denature and

wash away or might form intermediate products that would not be anchored to the substrate.



support-bound oligonucleotide

add next primer, allow time
for annealing to occur

wash away unbound primers, add
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detach WGS product from substrate
and amplify using PCR or by cloning
it into a plasmid

Figure 3-1: The primer extension method of WGS.

Primer extension assembly avoids the problem posed by repeated sub-sequences

by only allowing one annealing event to occur at a time. However, it requires that all

of the primer overlaps have a very uniform melting temperature.



3.2.2 Ligase Chain Reaction

In the ligase chain reaction, all the component primers are pooled together and ther-

mally cycled to induce self-assembly. Once self-assembly occurs, the primers are

ligated together and then the product is amplified. This process is illustrated in

Figure 3-2. [3]

02 O a pool of phosphorylated oligonucleotides

several thermal annealing/denaturation cycles

self-assembled primer array

ligate

JJ IIItJJIWII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I hllItT I

add flanking PCR primers

several amplification cycles

I _final WGS product

Figure 3-2: The Ligase Chain Reaction method of WGS.

Because all of the primers self-assemble simultaneously under the same thermal

conditions, LCR assembly requires a very uniform primer overlap melting tempera-
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ture. The process is also prone to mis-annealing events. All primer overlaps must

therefore be unique enough to ensure that the melting temperature of a mis-annealing

event falls well below the range used in the LCR protocol.

3.2.3 Polymerase Cycling Assembly

Polymerase cycling assembly also begins with a pool of component primers. This

pool cycled through the steps of the polymerase chain reaction: denaturation; an-

nea.ling and extension. After enough iterations, this results in a pool of intermediate

oligonucleotides which can no longer extend. By adding extra flanking primers and

continuing the PCR cycle, however, the intermediate oligonucleotides can be extended

to form the full-length target gene. 7 PCA is illustrated in Figure 3-3. [25]

Like LCR, PCA is very sensitive to repeated sequences and mis-annealing events.

It is additionally sensitive to regional variations in TA! across the DNA sequence. If

the melting temperature varies too much over the length of the target sequence, it

becomes problematic to form longer intermediate extension products. [25]

3.2.4 Summary of WGS Requirements

In aggregate, all whole gene synthesis protocols place the following restriction on WGS

primers: all primer overlaps must be sufficiently unique disallow mis-annealing; the

TA! of each primer overlap must conform to a narrow range. Note that the assembly

protocols do not restrict the primers but the primer overlaps.

3.3 Requirements for a WGS Primer Design Tool

Now that we have a solid understanding of the physical constraints placed upon DNA

primers by oligo purification and WGS assembly techniques, we can outline the high-

level requirements for a WGS primer design tool. Any robust primer design tool will

7'This assumes that the intermediate oligonucleotides were correct and that no mis-priming events
occurred.



pool of WGS oligonucleotides

many cycles of denaturation/annealing
and polymerization

intermediate PCR products

add flanking PCR primers

N%

several amplification cycles

final WGS product

Figure 3-3:
from [25].

The generic Polymerase Cycling Assembly method of WGS. Adapted

allow the user a certain amount of control and flexibility while simultaneously limiting

the user's ability to interfere with the design process.

What follows is a walk-through of the required user input parameters and internal

design constraints for our approach to WGS primer design.

I



3.3.1 User Input

The user should be able to control the following program parameters:

1. Target DNA Sequence

The user must be able to provide a target DNA sequence. He should be able to

specify either a specific nucleotide sequence or a target amino acid sequence.

2. Target Host Organism

The user must specify the target host organism for the synthetic gene if he

inputs an amino acid sequence or if he wants to allow the program to optimise

the sequence. Escherichia coli will be used by default.

3. Primer Length Range [min, max, absolute]

The user must specify the minimum and maximum acceptable lengths for the

WGS primers, according to the restrictions of his purification protocols. He may

alternately constrain all primers, excepting the end primers , to some absolute

uniform length.

The acceptable primer overlap lengths are derived from the primer length range.

The minimum primer overlap length is half of the minimum primer length,

rounded up. The maximum primer overlap length is half of the maximum

primer length, rounded down. This same formula applies when the primer

maximum and minimum lengths are equal and absolute.

A WGS primer design tool also needs to have its own restrictions on acceptable

values for primer length. If the user attempts to build a gene with too-short

primers, increasing the likelihood of unavoidable mis-assembly, the tool should

flag the user and recommend a sub-assembly WGS technique.

4. Primer TM Range [mean, +range, -range]

8There needs to be some flexibility in the length of the end primers, as a target sequence will
not always be a clean multiple of a primer length. This is dealt with in practice by adding extra
"dummy sequences" to potentially short end-primers. The dummy sequences are removed when the
assembled gene is amplified using PCR techniques.



The user may specify a target primer melting temperature and the range of

thermal variation allowed by his purification procedures. In order to accurately

determine the actual TAM of the resulting primers, the user must also specify

the solution [Na+] and pH of his protocols. From these parameters, the salt-

corrected nearest-neighbors method [23] will be used to evaluate primer melting

temperature.

If a target value of TvM is not specified by the user, the program will default to

a mean TN. as determined by a cursory analysis of the input sequence and the

user's protocol conditions. The default acceptable range will be +/-2 0 C. In this

instance, both the calculated default mean TMA and the range must be reported

to the user.

5. Demarcation of Open Reading Frames

The user may specify ranges within the target DNA sequence which correspond

to protein Open Reading Frames (ORFs). ORFs must be a multiple of three

nucleotides in length, must begin with a valid methionine codon for the selected

host organism and must end in a valid stop codon. If approved to do so, the

primer design tool will modify the nucleotide sequence within ORFs9 to increase

the likelihood of finding a set of primers for WGS, or to attempt to make the

set of primers optimal for WGS assembly.10

6. Demarcation of Non-Optimisable Sub-Sequences

The user may additionally specify ranges within the DNA sequence which the

program is not allowed to modify when optimising the sequence. This is a

critical option to include in the event that the user's synthetic gene has already

been designed with secondary mRNA structures in mind.

7. Repeat Sub-Sequence Tolerance [minsize = NR, threshold = LD]

As mentioned in Chapter 2, a strand of DNA may contain any number of exact

and relative repeat sequences. The most common kind of repeat one might
9Optimisation will modify the nucleotide sequence while preserving the amino acid sequence.

10The problem of optimisation is discussed at length in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.



expect to see would be repeated codons, such as several instances of 'ATG'

coding for methionine. Both exact and approximate repeated sub-sequences

can result in priming mistakes in WGS assembly, as discussed earlier. Repeated

sub-sequences represent a very complex phenomenon which biology is currently

unable to accurately model. For the sake of simplicity, we abstract away the

details of the different kinds of repeats and distill the problem down to two

criteria: the minimum length which defines a repeat and how similar two sub-

sequences must be in order to be considered approximate repeats. 11

The need for a minimum size limit, NR, on a repeat originates with how repeats

are detected in a nucleotide or amino acid sequence. Most gene analysis and

design tools use the BLAST family of algorithms [18] to find repeated subse-

quences. The BLAST algorithm uses a hash to create an exhaustive database

of subsequences within a sequence or genome and searches that database for

exact subsequence matches of some minimum length. Once an exact match is

found, BLAST extends the boundaries these repeats until, by some threshold

measure, they are no longer homologous sequences. BLAST is properly used

to find homologous protein/amino acid sequences across entire genomes and

between organisms. Some BLAST variants will fail to successfully find matches

that are shorter than the order of 22 nucleotides 1 2 , although new versions which

support short nucleotide searches are available. BLAST has significant compu-

tational and memory overhead and is unnecessary l" when analysing relatively

short nucleotide sequences.

Rather than resorting to BLAST, we focus on using standardl 4 string anal-

ysis tools to identify exact and approximate repeats in the target DNA se-

quence, specifically STRSTR(searchstring, sequence) and LEVENSHTEIN(stringl,

"Recall that both exact and approximate repeats can result in WGS mis-assemblies.
12This is because the older BLAST algorithms use a block hash, rather than a sliding hash, to

create a the database of sub-sequences and save on space. If a search sequence spans two blocks,
the algorithm will have difficulty identifying it as a match.

13A.K.A. Overkill.
14 "Standard" refers to well-developed string manipulation libraries and functions for PERL, C++,

JAVA, PHP, etc. These functions are commonly used in natural language processing.



string2).

The function STRSTR takes in a search string and a sequence and returns the

location of the first instance of the search string in the sequence. This can be

iteratively applied to build an exhaustive table of all exact repeated sub-strings

for a given input.15 As a string tool, STRSTR does not discriminate between

nucleotides or amino acids; it can be used to find repeated sub-sequences at

either levels. BLAST, on the other hand, is typically amino acid or nucleotide

specific.

The function LEVENSHTEIN is commonly used in natural language processing.

It calculates the Levenshtein Distance between two strings, LD, which is the

number of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to make two strings

equivalent [15]. We use it to define a threshold beyond which two subsequences

are no longer sufficiently similar to be considered repeats of one another.

The user should be allowed to select both NR and LD based on his knowledge

and experience with which types of repeats cause mis-priming events with his

WGC protocols. We can also derive reasonable defaults for these parameters.

(a) minimum primer overlap length > NR > 4: Searching for a minimum

repeat size of three will result in the program flagging every instance of

methionine16 as a repeat.17 However, one wants to set NR to the smallest

feasible value. We recommend looking for base repeats no shorter than 7-9

nucleotides long, or on the order of 2-3 amino acids.

(b) LD should scale with the minimum primer overlap length. The

hybridization kinetics of mismatched duplexes is not perfectly quantified,

so there is no hard and fast rule for how similar primers must be such that

mis-priming events occur in WGS. As the threshold LD increases, more

'5 This function is implemented by the algorithm, FINDREPEATS, described in Chapter 5.
16There is typically only one codon for methionine, ATG.
17In our approach to primer design, this is problematic as we will use every identified repeat to

limit our search space. If NR is overly sensitive, it will affect our ability to find a solution primer
array for whole gene synthesis.



dissimilar subsequences will be considered "repeats", so we want to chose

the smallest possible threshold value of LD.

Consider that our WGS assembly protocols already force the melting tem-

peratures for all solution primer overlaps to conform to a narrow range.

Then recall that DNA duplexes with mismatches are known to anneal

with some thermal penalty. Even a single base mismatch has a significant

penalty associated with it if the duplex is short enough. [14] Therefore, we

choose the threshold LD to be 10% - 20% of the minimum primer overlap

length with the rationalization that a 10% dissimilarity results in enough

of a thermal penalty that a mis-priming event won't occur during WGS

assembly. 15

3.3.2 Requirements of the Primer Design Strategy

Our approach to WGS primer design, described extensively in Chapter 4, comes with

its own set of restrictions and input parameters. Whenever possible, one should

provide the user with an input option to override the program's defaults.

1. Hairpin Primers [minsize = NH, offset = No, ignore_flag]

A hairpin is a secondary structure which forms when a piece of DNA contains

both a, sequence and its reverse compliment separated by 4-8 base pairs. If a

primer contains a hairpin sequence, it will preferentially self-bind and disrupt

the primer assembly process. [10] This is one example of DNA's problematic

self-adherence, as discussed in Chapter 2, and should be avoided at all costs. In

order to prevent a solution from containing any hairpinning primers, there must

be a internal constraint that no two adjacent primer overlaps in the solution

array may contain reverse-complimentary subsequences of a length, NH, that

is greater than 25% of the minimum primer length or that ends within No

bases of either end of the primer.' 9 Default values should be something like

"8This assumption warrants confirmation via laboratory investigations.
19 That is, if the sum total of bases in the hairpin exceeds 25% of the total primer overlap, it will



NH = 25% of the minimum primer length and No = 3. One would want to

allow a user to override these defaults based on his own working knowledge of

hairpin formation kinetics.

However, if a user intentionally wants a particular primer to contain a hairpin

sequence for whatever reason, he should be able to indicate this to the WGS

primer design program so that the program's default constraints are suitably

overridden. We allow this by including a boolean flag, ignore-flag. The result

of setting this flag is to override the hairpin check constraint described above.

2. Primer Overlap TMA Range [mean, +range, -range]

In all of the previously discussed WGS assembly techniques, the assembly proto-

col cycles over a narrow range of temperatures. If an overlap has a TM outside

of this functional range then mis-assembly is likely to occur. It is therefore

necessary to ensure that all primer overlaps have a sufficiently uniform TN

characteristic while guaranteeing that the primers constructed from those over-

laps will meet the user's criteria. We assume that a user will typically place

strict restrictions on his primer TAI characteristics while having some degree of

flexibility in his WGS assembly protocol. Therefore, rather than requiring the

user to specify a separate overlap melting temperature criterion, we can derive

the TMA constraints for the primer overlaps from the user's TMA restrictions for

the primers.

3. Primer Overlap Uniqueness Threshold [buffer_size]

In order to ensure that there is exactly one correct way in which a set of primers

can assemble into a final sequence, all of the primer overlaps must be unique.

A primer overlap is the fraction of the primer that is intended to anneal with a

primer from the complementary strand, as illustrated in Figure 1-1. Each primer

in the final solution array consists of two adjacent overlaps. It bears repeating

be considered likely to form a hairpin sequence. Additionally, the ends are much more important
than the middle in mis-priming events [25] [5], therefore there must be No bases between the end
of the hairpin structure and either end of the primer.



that this approach to WGS primer design is more correctly an approach to WGS

"overlap design" that happens to later assemble the array of valid overlaps into

an array of valid primers.

Ideally, all primer overlaps would be identically unique. However, because of

the way genetic information is encoded in DNA using a small set of charac-

ters, one invariably finds repeated sequence elements. These repeated elements

are problematic for whole gene synthesis because, as discussed in Chapter 2,

DNA will form hybrid duplexes even if the two strands are only approximately

matched. Therefore we need to establish a criterion by which all primer overlaps

are "sufficiently unique" enough that mis-annealing events will not occur.

Luckily, in much the same way that researchers exploit thermal discrimination

to purify out off-by-one and N-minus-1 sequences from perfect sequences, we

can use thermal discrimination to prevent mis-annealing events.

Thermal discrimination assembly works as follows: one designs the set of over-

laps so that the intrinsic melting temperatures of the entire set of primer over-

laps conforms to a very narrow WGS operating range. Assume this set contains

two similar overlaps which are prone to mis-annealing, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2-3. If we can somehow guarantee that the mis-annealed duplex has a TAI

well outside the WGS operating range then, then we can be confident that the

mis-annealing event will not occur during WGS assembly. We will therefore

thermally discriminate against the undesired annealing event by forcing the

primer overlaps which contain the similar sub-sequences have "buffer zones" on

either end.

The effect of the buffer zones of length buffersize is to increase the thermal

penalty against undesired duplex formation. Unfortunately, while significant

research has been done to quantify the thermal effects of single and double base

pair mismatches in DNA duplexes [24] [12], no quantitative model for the TA!

of mismatched duplexes currently exists. We choose the default for buffer_size

to be on the order of 4-8 nucleotides with no way to confirm that this is an



optimal default. Given that even single base mismatches can have a affect TM

for sufficiently short duplexes and the primer overlaps for WGS are short20 ,

however, we can be confident that this is a sufficient buffer size to ensure that

even overlaps which contain exact repeats are sufficiently unique.

The buffering requirement has the additional effect that if the feature-identification

protocols find any repeats which are longer than (maximum_overlap_length -

2*buffersize), the feature-driven WGS primer design tool will automatically

fail.

3.3.3 Important Tradeoffs

The size of the table of valid overlaps for a given sequence will depend heavily

on the user's choice of LD, NR and buffersize. As one decreases the number

of bases required in an exact substring match, NR, the likelihood of a repeated

substring occurring randomly increases. This consequently increases the frac-

tion of repeats in a given sequence, decreasing the number of valid overlap

end sites and subsequently the number of potentially valid overlaps. Increasing

BUFFER_SIZE similarly decreases the number of valid overlap end sites, decreas-

ing the size of the valid overlap data set. Increasing the permitted Levenshtein

distance between approximate repeats, LD, will increase the length of an aver-

age repeat, again decreasing the size of the valid overlap data set. These trends

are illustrated in Figure 3-4.

It is critical to choose appropriate values for LD, NR and buffer_size. The

reasons for this are two-fold. First, if these parameters are too strict we will

over-constrain our search space, resulting in a null solution set. Second, if these

parameters are too lax, our resulting search space may contain primer overlaps

that will produce mis-assemblies if included in the final solution. One can derive

the statistical dependence of the overlap search set on these three parameters

2 0On the order of 20-50 nucleotides.
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Figure 3-4: A plot of the theoretical tradeoffs for TVO size versus repeat detection
thresholds.

by taking a large number of sequences2 1, systematically varying LD, NR and

buffersize and recording the size of the valid primer overlap array that results

for some standardized overlap TM criterion. Such an analysis would characterize

the upper bound on repeat detection, i.e. how strict our parameters can be

before over-constraining the search space. Unfortunately, characterising the

lower bound on repeat detection is not as easy. The only way to determine at

which point our parameters are lax enough to produce solution arrays which will

mis-assemble is to find those solutions; manufacture the arrays and determine if

mis-assembly occurs. To properly characterize the lower bound, one would need

to take thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of data points - amounting to

decades of laboratory work. 22

21A good source of sequences is the NCBI GenBank: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/index.html
22 This is yet another reason why having a quantitative model of mis-annealing events is so im-

portant. Having one accurate, central model would obviate the need to manually characterize the
performance of different primer design regimes. This would, in turn, accelerate the rate of develop-
ment of intelligent primer design tools.



Whenever possible, a user should choose values for LD, NR and buffersize

that match with his, or his discipline's, current understanding of mis-annealing

kinetics.



Chapter 4

A Systematic Approach to Primer

Design

We have already presented the background and factors one must consider when at-

tempting to design technique-compatible DNA oligonucleotides. In this section, we

address these considerations from a high-level perspective and present a coherent

primer design strategy.

Although we have already introduced many of the following terms, a quick re-

definition of terms should make reading this section a little easier. Additionally, we

assume that the reader has some basic familiarity with artificial intelligence search

techniques.'

* Primer : A short piece of DNA. Primers can either be "lead strand" or "lag

strand" primers. Similarly, two primers can either be "same-strand" primers or

"opposite-strand" primers.

* Overlap, Primer Overlap : The sub-sequence defined by the overlapping

regions of two complementary opposite-strand primers.

* Order : The ra.te at which a data set or algorithm grows. Notation is: O().

'For a good reference, see [22].



* Primer Data Set : The set of all potential primers for a given DNA sequence

and design regime.

* Primer Array : A complete collection of primers which can be used to con-

struct a DNA sequence.

* Primer Position : A given primer's location, or index, in the primer array.

* Solution Set : The set of all possible primer arrays, or the set of all potential

solutions. Not all potential solutions are valid solutions.

* Solution : A primer array from the solution set which satisfies all of the user's

requirements. The goal for any design tool is to provide the best, if not optimal,

solution. By definition, a solution is valid.

* Restriction : A limitation or requirement from a user.

* Constraint : An absolute requirement on a program variable or state, such as

a solution. Used to determine the validity of a variable or state.

* Heuristic : A ranking or preference criterion.

* Conflict : Two primer overlaps, or two same-strand primers, which span the

same nucleotides are said to conflict.

* Gap : Any portion of the target DNA sequence which is not spanned by a valid

primer overlap.

4.1 Primer Design Regimes

There are two general approaches to primer design for whole gene synthesis. These

are: fixed-length oligonucleotide design, and sequence feature driven design. Fixed-

length oligonucleotide design is very simplistic; the choice of one primer defines the

final primer array and the set of all potential arrays is well-defined and finite in size.



In fact, if the target oligonucleotide length is N, and the length of the total sequence

is S, then the size of the primer set is O(S) and the size of the solution set 2 is O(N).

In contrast, feature-driven design first implies that one can have oligos of varying

lengths. If the median target primer lenth is M and the difference between the

maximum a.nd minimum primer length is D, this added complexity increases the order

of the primer data set from O(S) to 0(2DS). While this increase seems manageable,

the size of the solution set increases to O( D) which is significantly larger than

we can reasonably deal with. It is necessary to build a set of constraints based

on relevant sequence features, such as the location of repeat sequences and domain

melting temperature, to traverse the primer set, preemptively decrease the size of the

solution set, and find a solution in a reasonable amount of time.

4.1.1 Fixed-Length Oligonucleotide Design

If one is restricted to using oligos of some fixed length, very little "design" is required.

The choice of one primer defines all remaining primers in the final array, and there are

O(N) choices available for each primer position. Therefore, a brute force approach

can be used to find all possible primer sets. These sets can be evaluated and ranked

according to some user-defined heuristic, sorted and presented to the user.

The fixed-length approach to oligonucleotide design prevails in the currently avail-

able primer design tools, such as Gene2Oligo and [CHURCH]. It is attractive because

the finite size of the solution set enables one to quickly and exhaustively find the

"best" solution which satisfies the user's constraints. Uniform length primers with

uniform length overlaps are also more likely to have similar melting temperatures, as

TM is dependent on sequence length. [SANTALUCIA]. The disadvantage is that the

fixed-length method may miss valid solutions to the primer design problem because

it is so highly restricted.3

For a specific discussion of the exhaustive methods used to construct the primer
2 A solution is an array of primers from the primer set which comprise the target strand
3 Perhaps there are two repeat sequences which short enough that one could buffer them inside a

primer overlap. If the two repeats are separated such that it's impossible to buffer both of them at
the same time, the fixed-length method will find no solutions.



set and array set, and the heuristic methods used to evaluate the possible solutions,

please refer to Chapter 5.

4.1.2 Feature-Driven Oligonucleotide Design

Feature-driven oligonucleotide design (FD) is the clever use of DNA sequence features

to limit the size of the data set one must search to find a final solution. The most

distinctive feature of FD design is that one is not designing primers so much as

designing primer overlaps.4 Primers and primer overlaps are defined and illustrated

in Figure 1-1.

Feature-driven design first involves identifying those physical features of the tar-

get DNA strand which may adversely impact oligo purification or assembly. Relevant

features include: repeated sub-sequences; long strings of tandem nucleotide repeats;

sub-sequences with a melting temperature which is too high or two low; etc.5 Once

these features are identified, the DNA sequence is annotated with the feature infor-

mation. The second step in FD design is to convert the user's requirements into a

set of constraints which can be used to determine whether a given overlap is valid.

These constraints are then applied to the annotated DNA sequence to prune the set

of all possible primer overlaps into the set of all valid primer overlaps. Eliminating

invalid options from a data set early on improves the efficiency of any search run on

that data set. We preemptively save time and computation by not evaluating any

solutions which contain invalid primers. [22]

The user requirements and identified sequence features are then used to inform

an algorithm which searches the set of valid overlaps with the goal of constructing

a solution array. The restrictions on a solution array are simple: it must consist of

a set of valid primers which exactly reconstruct the target DNA sequence without

gaps or overlapping same-strand primers. 6 This is a classic example of a Constraint

4A given primer consists of two adjacent primer overlaps. Please refer to Chapter 5 for more
in-depth discussion.

5The set of features which are relevant is dependant on the user's requirements.
6As we are designing primer overlaps, the constraints on the array are that the overlaps must

exactly cover the target DNA sequence without any gaps or redundant coverage.



Satisfaction Problem (CSP). Artificial Intelligence (AI) research already provides a

number 7 of search techniques for finding "optimal" solutions to CSPs. [22]

Our approach is to assign each valid primer overlap a heuristic value based on

its physical characteristics8 This set of valid, heuristically ranked overlaps is then

searched a CSP technique called constraint propagation with forward checking. 9

The advantage of feature-driven design is that, assuming a user has some flexibility

in the length of his primers, it has a significantly higher chance of finding an optimal

primer array. Although there is substantial work involved a implementing a constraint

satisfaction system, the beauty of CSP programming is that one only needs to build

the system once. If a user needs to adjust the search -- perhaps he only needs to

avoid hairpin sequences or knows in advance that his target gene contains no repeated

subsequences -- then the constraint and heuristic definitions can be updated to indicate

what kind of solution the system is trying to find (and how it will find the solution)

without necessitating a change in the underlying program structure.

Requirements for Feature-Driven Primer Design

We now know enough to outline the required elements of a feature-driven primer

design tool:

1. Definitions of requirements and sequence features which a user may want applied

to their design situation.

2. Methods to process the user input into a set of heuristics and constraints.

3. Methods to identify and evaluate DNA sequence features according to user

input.

4. A data structure to hold all relevant information about the DNA sequence and

those identified features.
7 For an in-depth discussion of AI search techniques and solving CSPs, see [22].
sThe heuristic value indicates how suitable a given primer overlap is for a user's indicated pu-

rification and assembly protocols. A higher heuristic value reflects that a given primer is more
suitable.

9This technique is an example of an "optimal" search technique.



5. Methods to parse the annotated data structure.

6. A method which applies the constraints to the data structure to generate the

set of valid primers.

7. A constraint-satisfaction system which uses the previously created set of con-

straints and heuristics to search the generated set of primers for all possible

solutions.

One must first construct a minimal representation of the DNA sequence along

with feature annotations. This annotated data structure can then be used to find a

final primer array for WGS by solving a search/constraint satisfaction problem.

User requirements, such as avoiding primers and primer overlaps with a TA. outside

the acceptable range, or overlaps which do not properly buffer repeat sequences, are

applied as unary constraints to prune the set of possible primers down to the set

of valid primer overlaps. This valid overlap set is then traversed by a backtracking

constraint propagation algorithm which uses nucleotide locations in the target strand

as the variables and the set of primer overlaps which span that base position as

the values.10 Once a nucleotide has been accounted for in the solution arrayll, all

overlaps which conflict with that choice are eliminated and we check to make sure

that the constraint propagation did not result in any one nucleotide having a null set

of spanning overlaps. The next base position to evaluate is chosen using the minimum

remaining values (MRV) heuristic. This is graphically depicted in Figure 4-1.

Input Sequence -- Sequence Element Array Table of

S - unary Valid
Scontraint Overlaps

User , . - application
Input / annotation annotaion I constraint
Parameters / and satisfaction

I evaluation

Codon Usage Tables [ Solution Array

Figure 4-1: high level overview depiction.

10My use of 'variables', 'values', 'constraints' and 'heuristics' is consistent with the use in [22].
"This is to say, once a primer overlap has been chosen which includes that nucleotide position.



Current AI techniques provide many variations and extentions for solving the

above constraint propagation problem. In the remainder of this document, however,

any reference to "feature driven primer design" or "FD design" refers to the system

just described.

I discuss the in-depth details of the data representations and related methods in

Chapter 5.1, the CSP algorithms in Chapter, and all discussion specific to a program-

ming implementation can be found in Chapter 6.

4.2 Sequence Optimisation

Sequence optimisation through codon choice and substitution is a very powerful tool

for synthetic biologists. A researcher may already have a target DNA sequence, but

may need to "adjust" that sequence so he can manufacture it using primer assembly

methods. It is also common that a researcher has isolated an amino-acid sequence

for a. protein from one organism, but needs to reverse-engineer that AA-sequence and

design a DNA sequence which is both manufacturable and compatible with a different

organism. 12 Codon substitution is also a powerful tool for designing optimal WGS

primers.

As discussed in the biology background of this thesis (Chapter 2), the amino

acid code is redundant. The existence of multiple codons per amino acid allows

one to have a significant number of DNA sequence variations which all result in the

same target protein.1 " In the scope of this thesis, sequence optimisation exploits

codon substitution to improve the physical characteristics of a DNA sequence for

gene assembly protocols. By limiting the available "choices" to those codons which

are frequently used in the target organism, this optimisation technique simultaneously

12The work of Cohen and Boyer [8] in recombinant genetic techniques proved that genes could
be cloned from one organism into another while retaining biological function. The expression of a
gene can be improved and controlled, however, if the DNA sequence for that gene is re-tooled or
"optimised" for the target organism.

13This is a zeroth-order statement. First, the DNA sequence to be optimised must be in an
Open Reading Frame. An ORF is a sequence intended to be transcribed into mRNA which is then
translated into an amino-acid peptide chain. The mRNA sequence, and thus the DNA sequence,
has direct and secondary effects on peptide production rates and kinetics. [25]



ensures that the resulting DNA sequence is compatible with the target organism.

The goal of sequence optimisation, in the context of primer design, is to homog-

enize primer melting temperatures and minimize the presence of repeat and hairpin

sequences. This is a seemingly straightforward bioengineering problem that is very

difficult to solve in practice.

Recall that there are, on average, 2.5 codons per amino acid. For a target DNA
N 4

sequence which is N nucleotides long, there exist 2.53 possible permutations'14; an

exhaustive method would require evaluating all of them, if only to eliminate those

substitutions which would fail to improve or worsen the situation with respect to

WGS primer design. Such an analysis technique is impossible to implement, but the

power of codon substitution as a design method still remains and must be addressed.

Luckily, many of the same techniques that we have applied to the primer design

problem, specifically our feature-driven primer design strategy, can also be used to

address the sequence optimisation problem.

4.2.1 Limiting the Optimisation Space

There are a. number of ways to limit the optimisation space and make it feasible to

include codon substitution in our "bag of tricks" for WGS primer design. Each of

these approaches require some knowledge of the target DNA sequence, and often the

same information is required for feature-driven primer design.

Do not consider those codons which do not need to be optimised. The

DNA sequence to be manufactured may not contain an Open Reading Frame, and

will therefore not contain any codons. If a user has designed a gene with secondary

mRNA structures in mind, he may indicate that some regions or all of the nucleotide

sequence should not be changed in the process of designing WGS primers. In both

of these instances, by decreasing the number of nucleotide triplets which are eligible

for substitution we decrease the space of the optimisation problem. Additionally, if

'"For a typical N of 2000, there are 1.07x10 266 permutations. This number is large enough to
overflow variables in most programming languages, and evaluating that many potential sequences
would take millennia.



the feature-driven design strategy succeeds in finding a solution primer array for a

given sequence - even though that sequence contains repeats and problematic thermal

domains - then the best optimisation strategy is to do nothing.'5 The FD design

strategy is intended to be strict enough that any solution found will satisfy all the

constraints of a user's oligo purification protocols and WGS assembly methods. Opti-

misation via codon substitution should only be used as a last resort if the FD design

strategy fails 16 , or as an attempt to guarantee in advance that a solution will be

found".

4.2.2 Optimisation via Local Search Algorithms

In the case of either pre- or post-processing optimisation, the optimisation space is

still too large to systematically search.'" The goal of the optimisation is to objec-

tively "improve" the DNA sequence enough to allow the FD design strategy to find a

solution. Hill-climbing search, a non-optimal local search algorithm, is a simple and

sufficient approach for codon optimisation.

Hill-climbing search begins with a large number of possible states, in our case

the 2.53 potential codon permutations. One state is assigned, either at random or

according to some heuristic algorithm. If the change "improves" the situation, the

previous state is thrown away. If the change "worsens" the situation, the previous

state is retained and that specific change is thrown away or removed from the list

of future possible permutations. Hill-climbing search iterates until it reaches a local

maximum in whatever criterion defines "improvement". It is not an optimal search,

so it is not guaranteed to find an optimal solution, but it is a complete search, which

means it is guaranteed to find a solution provided one exists. [22]

Pre- and post-optimisation regimes both use the annotated DNA sequence infor-

mation from the feature-driven design strategy, hill climb search and similar heuristics

"5In the vernacular, "If the code compiles, ship it."
16 Post-processing.
17Pre-processing.
18Here, systematically implies that the search "remembers" where it's been, to allow exhaustive

investigation of all possible permutations without re-covering territory. Recall that the number of
codon permutations is prohibitively large.



to decide if a particular optimisation attempt was an "improvement." The differ-

ence in the regimes lies in how far each attempts to optimise the sequence. Post-

optimisation will terminate at the first iteration where the FD strategy produces a

solution. Pre-optimisation, however, will continue until a local maximum in "good-

ness" for the DNA sequence is achieved and only then will it run through the FD

design procedure and check to see if a solution exists.

Both of these optimisation regimes, along with specific details of feature-driven

design, associated data structures and methods, are discussed in greater detail in

Chapters 5 and 6.

4.3 User Requirements and Input

The user's requirements and input parameters motivated our interpretation of the

WGS primer design problem as a constraint satisfaction and search problem. Please

revisit Chapter 3 for all background discussion and a complete listing of the user's

requirements and input variables.

4.4 Integrated Primer Design Approach

At the risk of being pedantic, cell biology is highly complex; any phenomenon is

invariably an exception to some rule. As a result, the most important aspect of our

approach to WGS primer design is that we abstract the details of what makes a

primer suitable from the actual process of finding suitable primers.

Below is a summary of our integrated design approach, presented in order of ex-

ecution. Each item represents a distinct step in the process flow; these steps are

elaborated upon in Chapter 5. An example walk-through of our primer design ap-

proach, following this outline, is presented in Chapter 6. Implementation-level details

of any named algorithms are listed in Chapter 7.19

19A note on typography: data structures are in normal case, except when defined, functions and
named algorithms are printed in SMALLCAPS. Variable names are italicized.



1. User Input Processing

From the user's input, use the primer requirements to find the primer overlap

requirements. Then, set the variables which describe the size range of valid

primer overlaps, the acceptable range of primer TM variations, repeat tolerances,

hairpin primer tolerances, etc. These variables represent the design constraints.

If the user did not choose pre-optimisation, build the Sequence Element

Array (SEA), from the input nucleotide sequence.

In the Sequence Element Array, process the user's input and set the annotation

data for open reading frames and no-optimisation regions. Using the Codon

Usage Table (CUT) for the host organism, assign values in the Sequence Ele-

ment Array annotating codons, and amino acids.

2. Pre-Optimisation

Our pre-optimisation strategy can only be applied to amino-acid sequences. If

a user provides a nucleotide sequence with ORFs, use the Codon Usage Ta-

ble to translate from a, nucleotide sequence to an amino acid sequence for each

ORF, and pre-optimise the ORFs in aggregate. Identify repeated amino acid

sequences and construct the Identified AA Repeat Table (IART). Using the

IART, assign each repeat a different codon usage pattern and assign codons ran-

domly for those amino acids which are not in a repeat sequence. Construct the

Sequence Element Array using these codon assignments for all optimisable nu-

cleotides in ORFs and the user's input for all remaining nucleotides. Flag those

nucleotides which were in an amino-acid level repeat as being non-optimisable.

At this point, one can proceed to feature identification or one can choose to

apply hill-climbing search techniques to improve the TMI characteristic of those

optimisable portions of the Sequence Element Array.

3. Feature Identification

Run those algorithms which identify the relevant features of the DNA sequence.

Annotate ThA domain information in the Sequence Element Array. Construct



the Identified Nucleotide Repeat Table (INRT) in the same fashion as the

IART.20

4. Unary Constraint Propagation: Repeated Sub-Sequences

Flag all entries in the Sequence Element Array which are also listed in the

Identified Nucleotide Repeat Table as being in a repeat. Flag all entries in

the SEA which are in a repeat or within buffersize of a repeat as being invalid

overlap end sites. Flag all remaining entries as valid end sites.

5. Unary Constraint Propagation: Overlap TNI and Length

Apply the following constraints to the completely annotated SEA to build the

Valid Overlap Table (Tvo): the outside/end nucleotides of valid overlaps

must be valid end sites; valid overlaps must meet a user's length criteria; valid

overlaps must satisfy TAy criteria. Each entry in the Valid Overlap Table con-

tains the terminating indices which define that overlap along with a value rep-

resenting how much that overlap's melting temperature varies from the user's

target mean.

Once we have generated the Valid Overlap Table we no longer need to con-

sider any physical characteristics of the DNA sequence in order to generate a.

solution. The variance of overlap TM, included in the Valid Overlap Table, is

retained only as a choice heuristic.21 Strictly speaking, even this heuristic is

unnecessary, as the unilateral constraint that an overlap must satisfy a user's

melting temperature and length requirements in order to be considered valid

guarantees that every entry in the Valid Overlap Table is compatible with WGS

assembly.

6. Constraint Satisfaction Over the Set of Valid Overlaps

From the Valid Overlap Table we build a linked-list data structure called the

2 0 Recall that the functions STRSTR and LEVENSHTEIN are general string manipulation functions.

They work equally well for finding repeats in either amino acid strings or nucleotide sequences,
providing we use the single-letter amino acid code.

21Overlaps with a lower variance in TMA are more desirable.



Nucleotide Overlap Assignment List (NOAL). The entries in the NOAL

correspond to the nucleotide indices of the target DNA sequence or the Sequence

Element Array. As an example; the zeroth entry of the NOAL points to an array

of all the valid overlaps which span the zeroth nucleotide of the target sequence.

The entries of the overlap sub-array are ordered by the previously discussed TA.

heuristic.

Using the voT and the NOAL we can treat the task of finding a set of valid

overlaps which completely and exactly spans the target DNA sequence as a

constraint satisfaction problem. In this constraint satisfaction problem, the

variables are the nucleotides and and the values are those overlaps which span

the nucleotides Assigning a value to one variable, such as the 0th nucleotide,

will assign that same value to other variables, such as the 1st, 2nd and 3 rd

nucleotides.

As previously discussed, the constraints which we must satisfy in order to find a

solution set are: no overlap conflicts may exist 22 ; no gaps may exist; no hairpin

structures can exist between two adjacent primers23. The detailed execution of

the CSP problem is described in Chapter 5. At its completion, our constraint

satisfaction algorithm will either return an ordered array of valid primer overlaps

which span the target sequence or it will return a null array if no solution exists.

7. Post-Optimisation

In the event that a solution does not exist, we post-optimise the nucleotide

sequence via codon substitution. First, we must revisit the Sequence Element

Array. Recall that all nucleotides in the SEA have been annotated with melt-

ing temperature information and that we have derived a Thermally Biased

Codon Usage Table (TBCUT) for the host organism. We further annotate the

optimisable codons in the SEA with an ordered list of possible codon substitu-

tions which will "improve" the TM characteristic of the sequence, based on the

22No one nucleotide can be spanned by more than one overlap.
23This is subject to the user's discretion



context of the codons in the SEA and the TBCUT. Our post-optimisation strat-

egy does not attempt to "improve" the repeat characteristic of the sequence,

however.

Using the amino acids as variables and the possible codon substitutions as

values, we then use a, hill-climbing search technique to find a solution in the

following manner:24

* Save the old instance of the SEA along with the number of entries in the

Valid Overlap Table.

* Substitute one codon. Update the codon substitution annotation data in

the SEA for that codon and its two neighbors.

* Run the new SEA through Step 3, Step 4 and Step 5.

* Compare the new number of entries in the VALID OVERLAP TABLE to the

old value. If the number of entries increased, then the optimisation attempt

"improved" the sequence. Throw away the old SEA and proceed to Step 6.

If the number of entries decreased, then the optimisation attempt was not

advantageous. Revert back to the old saved SEA and remove the attempted

optimisation from the SEA annotation data.

* Iterate until a solution is found or until no more codon substitution options

exist.

8. Failure Mode

In the event that all primer design attempts fail to return a solution, the user

must be notified. The program should, at a minimum, display the target se-

quence with all thermal domains and identified repeats flagged. It is then the

responsibility of the user to analyse which properties of the DNA sequence or

to adjust their input constraints.

9. Success Mode
24 Detailed discussion of this procedure can be found in Chapter 5.



If the program finds a valid primer overlap array, the last step is to construct

the solution primer array. A primer solution array contains both lead- and lag-

strand primers, so the overlap solution will produce two primer solutions. The

choice heuristic for this final decision is to select whichever array has the more

uniform primer melting temperature characteristic.

Each step will be discussed in detail, with necessary data structures in Chapters

5 and 6. Details of the specific algorithms involved, such as TEMPEVAL, THER-

MALMAP, etc, can also be found in Chapter 5.





Chapter 5

Details of WGS Primer Design

As described in Chapter 4, our approach to WGS primer design systematically ab-

stracts out the user's requirements and the physical features of the DNA sequence

from the problem of actually finding a solution primer array. In this chapter, we

present the implementation-level details of that abstraction; including data struc-

tures, relevant global variables, algorithms and the design program's process flow.

It is worth noting that, due to the inadequacies of our chosen programming lan-

guage', we are not presenting a verified and tested implementation with supporting

source code. Instead, this chapter contains an implementation-level description of

our software design as a modular program framework,2 sufficient to allow a reader to

re-implement our work in a suitable language of his choice.

Finally, this section assumes that the reader is reasonably familiar with object ori-

ented programming techniques, artificial intelligence search techniques and recursive

and iterative styles of function design.

5.1 Data Structures

In all of our approaches for solving the primer design problem, we focused on keeping

all of the necessary data structures small and manageable with fast access times.

1PHP, while convenient, is completely unsuitable for larger programming projects.
2 That is, we present our design, data abstraction and algorithms in the form of pseudocode.



The space of any problem involving DNA or computational genomics can grow at a

fantastic rate, and inappropriate or negligently designed data structures or algorithms

can make a, problem impossible to compute. One of the appealing traits of PHP was

that its arrays and lists are actually hash tables which one can access in constant time.

It also has very efficient built-in memory management because it is intended to write

web server scripts. However, PHP is not a strongly-typed language, its namespace is

non-existent, and its syntax is inconsistent. All of these traits make PHP completely

inappropriate for large object-oriented programs.

As a, direct result of the difficulty involved in building robust systems in PHP, our

data, structures are very straightforward. the Codon Usage Table (CUT) and the

Thermally Biased Codon Usage Table (TBCUT) contain all of the data which

pertains to the host organism. The Sequence Element Array (SEA) contains all

of the information about the target DNA sequence, including annotation information

for codon substitution and building the Table of Valid Overlaps (Tvo). Auxillary

feature annotation information, specific to repeat subsequences, is stored in either

the Identified AA Repeat Table (IART) or the Identified Nucleotide Repeat

Table (INRT). The solution to the overlap constraint satisfaction problem is stored

in the Solution Overlap Array (SOA), and then is converted into the SOLUTION

PRIMER ARRAY (SPA). Additional data, such as the user's input options, are stored

in auxillary variables which do not contribute significantly to the memory overhead

of our primer design software.

For all of these data structures, with the exception of the Table of Valid Overlaps,

the order of growth is either O(N)3 or static. This is a vast improvement over other

primer design tools, such as deCODE biostructures Inc.'s Gene Composer software.

[25] Gene Composer begins its search process by "randomly dividing the duplex se-

quence into an enormous number of possible overlapping sets of oligos," which are

then, "checked to see if they happen to meet defined criteria for oligo length limits and

overlap length limits." [25]. Recall our discussion in Chapter 4.1 where we analysed

the order of growth of the possible primer set and the possible search space. Gene

3Where N is the length of the target DNA sequence.



Composer begins by building a the entire possible space, a data set that grows expo-

nentially with the target sequence length and the allowed variation in primer length!

Another available software tool, Gene20ligo, sensibly applies melting temperature

constraints early on to build a tree of valid primers that is directly analagous to our

Table of Valid Overlaps. Gene2Oligo then traverses this tree to find a solution set

using a. depth-first search with backup. [21] Our strategy deviates from Gene2Oligo's

in that we include feature identification from the Sequence Element Array as addi-

tional constraints for building the Table of Valid Overlaps. Then, rather than using a

depth-first search with backup, we use constraint propagation with forward checking

in order to build our solution set.

5.1.1 Sequence Element Array

The Sequence Element Array should properly be an array of Sequence Element

(SE) objects. Figure 5-1 contains an example instantiation of a Sequence Element,

including descriptions of the object parameters.

5.1.2 Identified Repeat Tables

Both the amino acid and nucleotide table of repeats are constructed by the same

algorithm, FINDREPEATS. 5 The only difference between the two is that we build

an Identified AA Repeat Table by calling FINDREPEATS with an amino-acid se-

quence, and the Identified Nucleotide Repeat Table by calling FINDREPEATS with a

nucleotide sequence.

Both the IART and the INRT are hash tables indexed by the original matching

subsequence, with one entry for each instance of a particular repeated subsequence.

Each entry contains the start and end indices of that repeat, along with the repeat

itself. One can use this table for two ends; it can be used simply to flag entries in

the Sequence Element Array as being invalid overlap end sites, or it can be used

to direct and inform an algorithm which removes repeated subsequences via codon

5The details of the FINDREPEATS algorithm can be found in Chapter 5.



Type Name Value Description & Accessor Methods
int SequenceIndex 7 The index of that sequence element in the target DNA

sequence.
char Base t The base/nucleotide for that sequence element: A, T, C, G
bool Repeat? 0 Indicates whether the sequence element is included in a

repeat sub-sequence. This is used to constrain the number
of valid overlap end sites.

int Repeat_ID - If the sequence element is included in a repeat sub-
sequence, this indicates which repeated sub-sequence. This
parameter is used when reporting the physical annotation
data for the DNA sequence to the user.

bool Valid? 0 Indicates whether the sequence element is a valid overlap
end site. Any sequence element which is inside a repeat, or
which is within BUFFERSIZE of a repeat is invalid: Valid?
=0

bool ORF? 1 Indicates whether the nucleotide is in an open-reading
frame.

char AA V If a sequence element is in an ORF, this specifices which
amino acid it is in: A, R. G. L, V, M, P... This is relevant
for sequence optimisation.

int Codon_Index 1 If a sequence element is in an ORF, this specifies whether
this sequence element is in the 1st, 2 nd or 3 rd codon posi-
tion. This is relevant for sequence optimsation.

int CodonID 0 For the amino acid designated by AA, this identifies which
codon in the Codon Usage Table is specified by this se-
quence element and the other two nucleotides in the codon.
This is relevant for sequence optimisation.

bool Opt? 1 Indicates whether the nucleotide is eligible for optimisa-
tion.

array of int Substitution {2, 0, 3} An ordered array of the preferential codon substitutions
for this sequence element. Numbers indicate the index
of the codon in the Codon Usage Table, while the order
is determined by a look-up on Thermally Biased Codon
Usage Table. 4

int SE_Temp 37 oC Indicates the average TvI of the sequence element as
determined by the windowing function, THERMALMAP.
SETemp, along with the user's constraints on TAI is used
to construct Substitution.

Figure 5-1: An example instantiation
Array

of Sequence Element in the Sequence Element

substitution. 6

Figure 5-2 illustrates the kinds of repeats that one would find by instantiating the

FINDREPEATS function with an amino acid sequence, an NR of four and a threshold

LD of zero. It is appropriate to stress the fact that this data structure is more impor-

"We only propose methods to optimise out nucleotide sequence repeats at the amino acid level
using the IART, although it is not infeasable to optimise out repeats at the nucleotide sequence level.



Hash Index Repeat Instance Start Index End Index Sequence
1 8 14 GPAVLIM

PAVL 2 47 53 PAVLI
3 72 78 GPAVLI

QRTI 1 23 26 QRTI
2 81 84 QRTI

Figure 5-2: An example instantiation of the Table of Identified AA Repeats

tant than the specific algorithm which builds it. Any particular implementation of

the FINDREPEATS algorithm could be better or worse at actually identifying repeats

which physically interfere with a given primer assembly process. Regardless of how

well our repeat identification model approximates the biology, if the table of identified

repeats exists in this or some similar form, we can use it to faithfully eliminate invalid

overlaps from our search space. The extensible nature of our approach to primer de-

sign is improving the individual algorithms and models as our understanding of DNA

hybridization kinetics improves. Our da~ta abstraction is meant as a persistent frame-

work to prevent the primer design problem from degenerating into a mess of complex

and often inter-dependent modeling problems.

5.1.3 Table of Valid Overlaps

Once the Sequence Element Array has been fully annotated to indicate which elements

are valid overlap end sites, we can build the Table of Valid Overlaps. The TVO is

constructed by iteratively traversing the SEA, and creating an entry for each overlap

which begins and ends on valid sites and conforms to melting temperature constraints.

Each entry contains the valid overlap's start index, end index and predicted melting

temperature, as illustrated by Figure 5-3. All sequence information is omitted from

the valid overlap table. This is for for two reasons: the sequence information is not

needed to solve the constraint satisfaction problem of building an overlap solution

array; including the sequence information would only increase the memory overhead

involved in storing and parsing the TVO.

Once we have constructed the complete TVO for a given sequence and set of user

constraints, we need to construct an equivalent data structure which is compatible



Start Index End Index Predicted TAI
0 15 37 0 C

17 38 °C
1 15 36 °C

17 37 oC

18 38 oC

Figure 5-3: An example instantiation of the Table of Valid Overlaps

with our CSP algorithms. Recall that in our constraint satisfaction problem, the

variables are the nucleotide indices and the values are those overlaps which span the

nucleotides. An ideal CSP overlap data structure would be a table or linked-list such

as the one depicted in Figure 5-4. The index of the data structure would be a given

nucleotides index in the target DNA sequence or the SEA. The entry for a given

index would be a list of the valid spanning overlaps ordered according to the melting

temperature heuristic.7

Nucleotide Index Ordered List of Spanning Overlaps, (start, end)
0 {(0, 15), (0, 17)}
1 {(1, 17), (1, 18), (1, 15)}

Figure 5-4: An example instantiation of the Nucleotide Overlap Assignment List

5.1.4 Solution Arrays

The Solution Overlap Array and its derivative, the Solution Primer Array are both

very simple data, structures. Their exact structure will depend on the language of im-

plementation and the specific user interface, but we provide representative examples.

The Solution Overlap Array is just an ordered list of the spanning overlaps from

the Table of Valid Overlaps. Its structure is demonstrated Figure 5-5.

Overlapo Overlapo Overlapo ... Overlaps
(starto, endo) (startl, end,) (start2, end2) ... (starts, ends)

(0, 15) (16, 34) (35, 54) ... (2436. N-l)

Figure 5-5: An example instantiation of the Solution Overlap Array

7Such data structures are trivial to implement in SCHEME, LISP or ML; these are conveniently the
languages of choice for building constraint satisfaction systems.



The Solution Primer Array is a three-dimensional array of primer sequences or-

ganised by lead strand and lag strand. Its structure is illustrated in Figure 5-6. It is

constructed by parsing both the SOA and the SEA to extract the sequence informa-

tion for the solution overlaps. Because a primer is simply two adjacent overlaps, any

given solution overlap array will generate two primer solution arrays.8 Note that the

end primers represent a special case because at least two primers will only have one

component overlap. In these instances, the user should provide a "dummy sequence"

which will be removed when the WGS assembly product is amplified and purified.

Primers Po P 1  P 2  ... Pn-2 Pn-1 PCR Primers
Sol I Lead Oo 0+ 01O 02+03 04 05 ... On--3 + Om-2 Om-I + d-s Oo + 01

Lag d-s + Oo 01 + 02 03 + 04 ... Om-4 + Om-3 Om-2 + Orn-1 Ome.-2 + Om--1
Sol 2 Lead ds + Oo 01 + 02 03 + 04 ... Om-4 + Om-3 Om-2 + Om-1 00 + O0

Lag Oo + 01 02 + 03 04 + 05 ... Om-.3 + Om-2 Om-1 + d-s Om-2 + Omr--1

Figure 5-6: An example instantiation of the Solution Primer Array.

In the Figure 5-6: P is a primer and there are (n) primers in the solution; O is an

overlap and there are (m) overlaps in a solution. The subscripts indicate the index

of each element.9 If two overlaps are summed together, Oo0 + 01, it means that the

resulting primer is the concatenation of the sequences for those two overlaps. It is

assumed that overlap sequences correspond to subsequences on the leading, or coding

strand as read from 5'-+3'. The lag strand is typically the reverse complement, as

read from 5'--'3. In the above table, a sum surmounted by a bar, 01 + 02, represents

the complement10 of the concatenation of the two lead strand overlap sequences as

read from 3'--5'. ds indicates a dummy sequence.

5.2 User Input and Constraint Variables

All of the user inputs are propagated into either data structures, such as the Sequence

Element Array, or variables which define the constraints on our search algorithms.

8This is the 3 rd dimension.
9Recall that the first element of an array is indexed by a 0

10AýT, C+-*G



5.2.1 List of User Input Variables

As described in Chapter 3.3, the list of user inputs is summarised in Figure 5-7.

Type Name Description
string targetsequence The input target sequence.
string targethost The target host organism.
string targethost The target host organism.
int primer_length_min The minimum primer length.
int primer_lengthmax The maximum primer length.
int primer_length_fixed The length for fixed primers.
int primer_meanTM Target primer melting temperature.
int primer_TM _+range Allowed positive TA! variation.
int primerTfV _-range Allowed negative TAI variation.
int NR Minimum length of a repeat.
int LD Maximum variation allowed between two instances of one re-

peat.
int buffersize Number of nucleotides flanking an indentified repeat which

must be flagged as invalid overlap end sites.
array of int orfrange Indices for all nucleotides which are in Open Reading Frames.
array of int nooptLrange Indices for all nucleotides which are not eligable for optimi-

sation.

Figure 5-7: User Input Variables

5.2.2 Constraint Variables

Having the list of input parameters for primer design and knowing the physical re-

strictions on primer design from Chapter 3, we must compile the set of constraints

which the program will use to construct an optimal set of primers for PCA assembly.

Many of these constraints come directly from the user. The remainder, which we

must compute, are shown in Figure 5-8.

5.3 Sequence Feature Identification Methods

Sequence feature identification is ubiquitous in our approach to designing primers. We

use the same family of algorithms to identify relevant features in the DNA sequence,

to determine if a given primer meets the user's criteria and to construct the heuristics



Type Name Description
int overlap_lengthmin The minimum overlap length, defined to be half of the mini-

mum primer length, rounded up.
int overlap_lengthmax The maximum primer length, defined to be half of the max-

imum primer length, rounded down.
int overlap_mean_TM Target overlap melting temperature.
int overlap_TM_+range Allowable TA.! variation.
int primer_TfA_-range Allowable negative TM variation.

Figure 5-8: Constraint Variables

which inform our optimisation procedures. This section summarises all of our feature

identification methods along with how and when they are applied in the primer design

process.

5.3.1 Thermal Evaluation Methods

Provided that we have a good physical model for predicting the melting temperature

of an arbitrary DNA sequence, 11 our required thermal evaluation methods are very

straightforward.12 In order to design primers around thermal features and optimise

the DNA sequence on the basis of thermal features, we require methods to:

* Determine the melting temperature of an arbitrary duplex sequence. All other

evaluation methods will use this method. - (TEMPEVAL: represents our basic

physical model of DNA duplex formation thermodynamics.)

* Evaluate the melting temperature of potential primer or primer overlaps and

determine if they are valid according to a user's TM restrictions for purification

and assembly. - (CHECKTEMP: evaluates a constraint for feature-driven primer

design, used to build the TVO, given an annotated SEA.)

* Analyze primer solution arrays and rank them in order of "most optimal". This

is done by evaulating the melting temperature of all primer or primer overlaps

"Deterministic models do exist for this. We're using the salt-corrected, nearest-neighbors model
for duplex formation. [23]

12The ability to predict TM is synonymous with being able to evaluate some sequence against
another on the basis of TNI.



in a solution array, then finding the expected value and variance of TM for that

set. The "best" array will have the lowest variance around the user's target

TA. - (SOLUTIONRANK: computes a statistical heuristic for ordering potential

solution arrays.)

* Analyze an overall sequence to build a "map" of melting temperature domains.

This allows the program to limit optimisation to "problem domains"'13 and

informs the program as to whether the TNI of the "problem domain" is too high

or too low. - (THERMALMAP: computes a heuristic for targeted optimisation,

used to annotate the entries in the SEA accordingly.)

* Analyze the codon usage table for a target organism and rank all codons by

their context and contribution to a sequence's melting temperature. 14 This

"thermally ranked" codon usage table is required by the optimisation algorithms

to choose an appropriate substitution. - (CODONRANK: computes a choice

heuristic for codon substitution which can be used to instantiate Substitution

array for elements in the SEA.)

Specific algorithms for TEMPEVAL, CHECKTEMP, SOLUTIONRANK, THERMALMAP

and CODONRANK are presented in Chapter 5.

5.3.2 Evaluation Methods for Repeats

We approach repeat sub-sequences in the same manner as other existing primer design

tools; we look for exact sub-string matches in our target DNA sequence and expand

those matches until a user-defined homology criterion is exceeded. The difference

in our approach is that other primer design tools use BLAST [21] [25] to locate

repeated sub-sequences while we using the string manipulation tools LEVENSHTEIN

and STRSTR. The rationalisation and trade-offs involved in using string manipulation

tools was discussed in Chapter 3.
13Targeted optimisation improves an algorithm's efficiency and success rate.
"4 An example of such a table for eschericia coli can be found in [APPENDIX FOO].



It is possible to identify repeated sub-sequences while lacking the ability to evaulate

repeats according to their contribution to mis-assembly in whole gene synthesis. From

observations that DNA can form mismatched hybrid duplexes under a range of melt-

ing temperatures, we assume that exactly repeated and approximately repeated sub-

sequences can lead to mis-annealing events. There exists no qualitative or quantitative

model for predicting whether a given mis-annealing event might occur for a user's pre-

dicted assembly protocol, however. This forces us to create methods of evaluating

repeats are which are both simplistic and pessimistic.

An additional level of complexity is added to the repeat problem because, while

melting temperature is a local phenomenon, repeated sub-sequences are a global phe-

nomenon. We could attempt to predict what changes might improve some repeats at

the cost of creating others, but recall the prohibitive size of the optimisation space.

There is no good way to predict how codon substitutions will improve or worsen

repeat conditions, and without the ability to evaluate the contribution of any given

repeat to the likelihood of a WGS assembly failure we can't even make informed

decisions about which repeats we should optimise.

As a. result, we limit the methods for identifying and evaluating repeated subse-

quences to:

* Locate subsequences which adhere to the user defined repeat detection criteria of

minimum match window, NR, and Levenshtein distance, LD. - (FINDREPEATS:

builds an identified repeat table, then sets the Repeat? parameter for all entries

in the SEA which are contained in the IRT to 'True.'

* Apply FINDREPEATS to an amino acid sequence. Parse the resulting IART and

assign each entry in the IART a different codon usage pattern. -- (OPTOUT: con-

structs a SEA where amino acid sequence repeats do not tranlate into nucleotide

sequence repeats

* Check an arbitrary sequence for hairpins according to a user's indicated criteria

for the number of binding bases, NH, and the number of bases in the loop, No.



- (CHECKHAIRPINS: a constraint for choosing overlaps for the primer solution

array; two adjacent overlaps may not contain a hairpin sequence.

* Return the maximum-length repeat in the INRT and the overall fraction of the

target DNA sequence which is in a repeat region. -- (REPEATCHECK: an arbi-

trary heuristic for estimating the repeat characteristic of a given DNA sequence.

5.3.3 Identifying Open Reading Frames

Demarcation of Open Reading Frames (ORFs) is the responsibility of the user. Iden-

tified ORFs which are not subsequently labeled as being non-optimisable are consid-

ered eligable for optimisation. This is problematic if a user constructs a gene with

secondary structures and incorrectly assumes that his target gene contains no ORFs.

ORFs must begin with a valid methionine codon, end with a valid stop codon, and

contain a multiple of three nucleotides. Identifying ORFs to the rest of the primer

design program only require a process which updates the ORF? parameter for the

objects in the Sequence Element Array to 'True.'

5.3.4 Identifying Codons

Codons are identified by parsing the SEA for all elements which have ORF? flagged.

By iterating through the sub-array of sequence elements corresponding to each ORF,

one can look up each three-base window in the Codon Usage Table, then annotate the

AA, Codon_Index and Codon_ID parameters for the appropriate Sequence Elements.

5.3.5 No-Optimisation Regions

It is the responsibility of the user to indicate any and all no-optimisation regions. The

Sequence Elements in the Sequence Element Array which correspond to nucleotides

in the indicated no-optimisation regions should have their Opt? parameter set to

'False.'



5.4 Parsing the Annotated SEA

Parsing the SEA is as straightforward as building appropriate accessor functions for

the Sequence Element object and then iterating through the array of SE objects.

5.5 Pre-Optimisation Strategy

As stated earlier, the nucleotide sequence optimisation search space is too large to

allow us to evaulate all states and choose the best one as our starting point for primer

design. However, DNA has two potential levels of representation: a nucleotide se-

quence and a corresponding amino acid sequence. The amino acid sequence represents

a static and immutable design goal, a protein. The amino acid search space is there-

fore static,'5 which makes it feasible to pre-optimise a sequence by making intelligent

codon assignments.

Our pre-optimisation strategy is as follows:

1. From the user's input, pull together an array of the optimisable codons and

translate from nucleotide to amino acid sequence. Alternately, the user may

provide an amino acid sequence as the input.

2. Use FINDREPEATS to find exact repeats in the amino acid sequence and build

the corresponding IART. Do this by instantiating FINDREPEATS with a a

threshold of zero (LD = 0) and a buffer of zero (buffer_size = 0). We con-

sider exact matches only to keep the optimisation strategy simple.

3. For each instance of a particular repeat in the IART, derive a different codon

usage pattern. An example of this is illustrated in [FIGURE FOO]. For non-

repeat amino acids, assign codons randomly from the codon usage table.

4. Propagate the codon assignments into the Sequence Element Array. Flag any

nucleotides which were previously in an amino-acid level repeat as now being

non-optimisable.
15This is not a protein design tool; we are restricted to nucleotide substitutions which preserve

the amino acid sequence.



5. Apply THERMALMAP to evaluate the melting temperature characteristic of the

sequence. Annotate the SEA.

6. Now that all codons in the optimisable regions have context,'16 update the Sub-

stitution array for all optimisable elements in the SEA.

7. Apply a hill-climbing search on those codons which are still optimisable. Use

THERMALMAP and the sequence's TAI characteristic as the heuristic.

5.6 Constructing the Table of Valid Overlaps

We construct the TVO in the following manner:

1. Run FINDREPEATS on the nucleotide sequence with the user-specified values

for NJr and LD.

2. For every nucleotide index which is included in an identified repeat, change the

Repeat? parameter for the corresponding Sequence Element to 'True'.

3. Traverse the Sequence Element Array. Set the parameter Valid? = 'False' for

every element that has Repeat? = 'True', or that is within buffer_size bases of

a repeat element.

4. Beginning with the Oth element of the SEA, check for valid end sites that are a

valid overlap distance away from the start element. For all found pairs, evaluate

the melting temperature of the overlap and compare it to the acceptable range.

If the potential overlap satisfies the TMA constraint, add it to the TVO.

5.7 The Primer Constraint Satisfaction Problem

After constructing the Table of Valid Overlaps, the primer design collapses to finding a

set of overlaps from the TVO which uniquely spans the target sequence. We approach

16Context refers both to the flanking nucleotides and a codon's thermal characteristic with respect
to the user's target TA.



this by treating the sequence indices as variables and the overlaps in the TVO as

values. A solution exists once each variable is assigned exactly one value.

5.7.1 Summary of Constraints

The constraints on the primer design problem are as follows:

1. No variable may be assigned more than one value.

This is equivalent to declaring that we can not have any conflicting primer

overlaps in our solution array.

2. Every variable must be assigned at least one value.

This is equivalent to declaring that we can not have any gaps in our solution

array.

3. No two adjacent primer overlaps may form a hairpin structure.

5.7.2 The Minimum Remaining Values (MRV) Heuristic

Rather than assigning values to variables at random, we preferentially choose to

evaluate the most constrained variable first. This ensures that if we're going to find

out that a given TVO produces no solution, we'll find out sooner rather than later.

[22]

5.7.3 Constraint Propagation with Forward Checking

The algorithm for constraint propagation with forward checking is as follows:17

1. Choose a variable with the lowest number of assigned values.

In our case, parse the TVO or the nucleotide-indexed version of the Tvo and

select a, sequence index that is spanned by the fewest number of overlaps.

17This is straight out of [22]



2. Assign that variable the best possible value.

If our theoretical nucleotide is spanned by two overlaps, we will select the over-

lap with a TA. that is closest to the target T11 . This assigns values to all of

the nucleotides spanned by that overlap, not just the nucleotide we chose to

evaluate.

3. Propagate the constraints.

Now that we've made an assignment, the second overlap that spans our the-

oretical nucleotide represents a conflict, as described in the previous section.

We eliminate that second overlap from the TVO. Additionally, we check to see

there are any overlaps in the TVO who's assignment would create a gap in the

solution array. If any such overlaps exist, they are eliminated from the TVO.

4. Check to see if a solution still exists.

If the entire target sequence is no longer spanned by the assignments in the solu-

tion array and the remaining overlaps in the TVO, then the previous assignment

in Step 2 was a poor choice.

5.8 Post-Optimisation Strategy: Local Search

Post-processing with search starts with the first failed attempt at feature-driven de-

sign and attempts to "fix" the original sequence through codon optimsation. Because

the feature driven primer design process annotates the DNA sequence with relevant

feature information, s1 we potentially save the work required to identify the "problem

regions" in the target sequence.

An FD design attempt could fail for one of two reasons: either the target sequence

was problematic from a thermal standpoint or the target sequence contained repeats

which the FD design tool could not cope with."9 These two situations require very

'"Relevant feature information includes regions with low and high melting temperature and bases
which are part of repeated subsequences.

1"Our FD design strategy can not deal with repeats that are longer than some length defined, in
part. by the minimum overlap between opposite-strand primers.



different optimisation strategies.

5.8.1 Optimising for TM

The first reason for an FD primer design attempt to fail is that the target sequence

contains long 2 0 regions with a TAI outside an acceptable range, or otherwise problem-

atic thermal domains. We can correct this using condon subsitution in the following

manner.

* Find and flag the "problematic" triplets/codons. A triplet is problematic if two

or more of its bases are flagged as being in a domain where TAM is too high or too

low (as determined by a user's restrictions). To limit the optimisation space,

only problematic triplets are eligiable for codon substitution.

* Using the thermally ranked codon usage table for the host organism, identify

an alternate codon to each problematic triplet (whenever possible) which would

bias the melting temperature in the correct direction.

* Make one change and evaluate whether the TAI characteristic of the strand

improved. Do this by re-running the feature identification algorithms.

* If the TAI characteristic did not improve, make a different codon substitution.

* Once the TMA characteristic improves, re-run the FD design process and check

to see if a solution now exists.

* Iterate until a solution is found.

This represents a greedy local search strategy known as a "hill climb search". [22]

Because we only look for improvement in the melting temperature characteristic, our

optimisations could be creating problematic repeats.

20 "Long" implies a region that is longer than the maximum length for a primer.



5.8.2 Removing Repeated Subsequences

If the FD design attempt fails due to the presence of repeated subsequences, the

failure mode is likely that one or more repeats are longer than a maximum acceptable

length. One can try to remove repeats in much the same way as removing problematic

thermal regions.

* Find and flag the repeat codons. A codon is considered to be part of a repeat

if two or more of its bases are flagged as being in a repeated subsequence. To

limit the optimisation space, only repeat codons are eligiable for substitution.

* Using the thermally ranked codon usage table for the host organism, identify

those alternate codons to each repeated triplet (whenever possible) which might

properly bias the melting temperature.

* Make one change and evaluate whether the repeat characteristic of the overall

improved 21. Do this by re-running the feature identification algorithms.

* If the repeat characteristic did not improve, make a different codon substitution.

* Once the repeat characteristic improves sufficiently 22, re-run the FD design

process and check to see if a solution now exists.

* Iterate until a solution is found.

This represents a greedy local search strategy known as a "hill climb search". [22]

Because we only look for improvement in the repeats characteristic, our optimisations

could be creating problematic melting temperature domains.

5.8.3 A Combined Heuristic for Post-Optimisation Search

It should now be obvious that we can not optimise a sequence for melting temperature

independent from repeated subsequence. We could combine the two optimisation
21A sequence's characeristic improves if the fraction found in repeats decreases while the longest

repeat is shorter than the maximum acceptable repeat length
22 "Sufficient" improvement should also confirm that no repeats exist which are longer than the

maximum acceptable length.



strategies can by merging the thermal and repeat improvement criteria into one overal

improvement heuristic. The downside to this tack is that such heuristics are very

difficult to construct. To build a, suitable heuristic, one needs the answers to questions

such as, "Is it preferable to improve repeats at the cost of TAI and in what situations

is that the case?" Often, questions like this can't be answered until one already has a

working search system, along with a large test data set and time enough to evaluate

each heuristic option.23

There exists an alternate heuristic for improvement which doesn't require one

to track either the thermal or repeat characteristics of the optimised DNA sequence.

This heuristic is simply the number of valid primers found by the feature-driven design

tool. If a codon substitution results in a higher number of valid primer overlaps found

by the feature-driven design protocol, then that substitution was advantageous and

should be retained.

A simple algorithm for this is:

* Find and flag all codons which are eligable for substitution. Based on the TAI

information for the codon, indicate the preferred thermal bias (if any).

* Using the thermally ranked codon usage table for the host organism, identify

the valid substitutions which satisfy the above thermal bias constraint.

* Change one codon at random. Run the feature-driven design preprocessor and

count the number of valid overlaps in the solution search database.

* If the number of valid overlaps decreased, revert the current codon and flag it

so that particular substitution no longer considered a valid option.

* If the number of valid overlaps did not change, make a different codon substi-

tution.

* If the number of valid overlaps increased, run the remainder of the FD design

process and see if a valid solution now exists.

23 This sort of Catch 22 is the bane if artificial intelligence.



. Iterate until a solution is found.

5.8.4 Drawbacks to Post-Optimisation

The downside to post-optimisation using a hill-climbing search is that it isn't an

optimal search strategy; its probability of success depends largely on the order in

which it substitutes codons. One could inform the search strategy by ranking eligable

codons, but that requires constructing a heuristic to prioritize all potential optimi-

sations. An improperly constructed choice heuristic could result in the optimisation

attempt removing repeats but making the TM characteristic worse, or visa versa. If

an optimisation attempt fails, it is not proof that a solution does not exist; it only

demonstrates that the strategy was not good enough to find a solution.

This approach to post-optimisation is also an iterative search technique with sig-

nificant computational overhead. In order to determine whether an optimisation

attempt was succesful, one needs to re-annotate the DNA sequence, build the table

of valid primers and compare the size of the table to the previous iteration.



Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions

Biology is not a trivial subject. Because data collection is so time consuming, every

attempt to arrive at a more concise computational model improves the our chances

of making real advances in the field. In my case, I have tried to break down the

brutally complex problem of primer design, and I believe if nothing else, I have made

the problem itself a little more clear.

Future developments on this thesis include implementing the sytem in a program-

ming language such as SCHEME or PERL. Additionally, I hope my treatment of the

material may motivate enterprising individuals to solve the mystery of mismatched

duplex hybridization kinetics.





Appendix A

Auxilliary Tables and Equations

AG'(total) = EnidAG°(i)+/AG(init w/ term G.C)+AGo(init w/ term A-T)+AG°(sym)

TA = AHo/(ASO + Rln CT)

ASo(oligomer, [Na+]) = AS°(unified oligomer, 1 M NaC1) + 0.368xNx In[Na +]



Table A.1: Existing gene design software with primer design support: adapted from
[25]

Year Software Name Paper Reference
1991 PINCERS Tamura, T.; et. al. Biotechniques, 1991, 10, 782-4.
1998 CalcGene Hale, R.S.; et. al. Protein Expr Purif, 1998, 12, 18508.
1999 COD OP Withers-Martinez, C.; et. al. Protein Eng, 1999, 12, 1113-20.
2002 DNA Works Hoover, D.M.; et. al. Nucleic Acids Res, 2002, 30, e43.
2004 Gene2Oligo [21]
2004 DNA2.0 Gustafsson, C.; et. al. Trends Biotechnol, 2004, 22, 346-53.
2004 GeMS Kodumal, S.J.; et. al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 2004, 101, 15573-8 Epub2(
2005 Gene Composer [25]

Table A.2: Table of Unified Nearest-Neighbors parameters, adapted from [23].
Sequence AGO AH °  ASO
AA/TT -1.00 -7.9 -22.2
AT/TA -0.88 -7.2 -20.4
TA/AT -0.58 -7.2 -21.3
CA/GT -1.45 -8.5 -22.7
GT/CA -1.44 -8.4 -22.4
CT/GA -1.28 -7.8 -21.0
GA/CT -1.30 -8.2 -22.2
CG/GC -2.17 -10.6 -27.2
GC/CG -2.24 -9.8 -24.4
GG/CC -1.84 -8.0 -19.9



Table A.3: Codon Usage Table for Escherichia coli. Low-frequency codons have been
omitted.

Amino Acid codon fraction values
Gly GGA 0.15, GGG 0.16, GGU 0.34, GGC 0.35
Pro CCC 0.14, CCU 0.19, CCA 0.21, CCG 0.47
Ala GCU 0.19, GCA 0.24, GCC 0.26, GCG 0.31
Val GUA 0.17, GUC 0.20, GUU 0.29, GUG 0.34
Leu CUU 0.12, UUG 0.13, UUA 0.15, CUG 0.46
Ile AUC 0.37, AUU 0.49

Met AUG 1.00
Cys UGU 0.47, UGC 0.53
Phe UUC 0.41, UUU 0.59
Tyr UAC 0.40, UAU 0.60
Trp UGG 1.00
His CAC 0.41, CAU 0.59
Lys AAG 0.27, AAA 0.73
Arg CGG 0.12, CGU 0.34, CGC 0.34
Gln CAA 0.34, CAG 0.66
Asn AAC 0.48, AAU 0.52
Glu GAG 0.33, GAA 0.67
Asp GAC 0.36, GAU 0.64
Ser UCG 0.13, UCC 0.14, UCA 0.15, UCU 0.17, AGU 0.17, AGC 0.23
Thr ACA 0.19, ACU 0.19, ACG 0.24, ACC 0.38



Table A.4: A Portion of the Thermally Biased Codon Usage Table for Escherichia
coli. AG values were calculated using the Unified Nearest-Neighbors parameters in
Table A.1.

Amino Acid A-T T-A A-A .. G--G
Arg CGT CGT CGT .-. CGT

AG = -6.05 AG = -5.49 AG = -5.63 AG = -7.30
CGG CGG CGG CGG

AG = -6.89 AG = -6.61 AG = -6.75 AG = -8.09
CGC AG = CGC AG = CGC AG = CGC AG =
-7.13 -7.16 -7.30 -8.82

His CAT CAT CAT .. • CAT
AG = -5.05 AG = -5.08 AG = -5.22 AG = -6.02

CAC AG = CAC AG = CAC AG = CAC AG =
-5.61 -5.64 -5.78 -7.30

Met ATG AG = ATG AG = ATG AG = ATG AG =
-4.77 -4.21 -4.63 -5.47
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